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Bess G. de Farber, President/Chief ASKer

ASK Associates

9770 S. Military Trail B7, PMB #220

Boynton Beach, FL 33436

voice: (561) 304-3975/ e-mail: 50Ic3@askbess.net

March 1, 2006

Mary Kay Murray
Executive Director
Education Foundation of'Palm Beach County
3300 Forest Hill Blvd., Suite B-102
West Palm Beach, FL 33406

RE: Transmittal Letter for Final Report (AlE Task Force)

Dear Mary Kay:

Enclosed is the Final Report of the Arts-in-Education Planning Task Force project which we
started In May. 2005. The report summarizes the findings, recommendations, plans, process
summary and budget for the School Board in response to their authorized assessment last year

The findings and recommendations reflect the views of a group of stakeholders represented by
this process. The final report was edited by the steering committee and other participants to
assure precision. clarity and accuracy of language. This report also represents final editing by
ASK Associates for structural consistency (headings, labels etc.). 'will also send you an
electronic version should you need more copies.

ASK Associates appreciates this opportunity to serve the arts and education communities in Palm
Beach County through this collaborative planning and facilitation contract. Should you have
questions about this final transmittal or needs for future projects. do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank you for your kind and considerate support throughout the process.

Sif,'cerely.
..:j~ ",'., /b ~ ~. "'-<.1-- ~/
Bess de Farber
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Arts-in-Education Task Force
Executive Summary

As directed by the School Board of Palm Beach County and the Chief Academic Officer in
March 2005, with support from private foundations (including the Mary and Robert Pew
Public Education Fund, the Picower Foundation and the Stanley Fried Foundation), 27
persons representing a wide range of stakeholders met on May 31, 2005, to begin the
creation of a world-class arts education system for students of the School District of Palm
Beach County. Building on the No Child Left Behind legislation, the Sunshine State
Standards and the county's needs assessment - "State of the Art in Palm Beach County

Schools: Where Do We Go From Here?" (Burnaford, Smilan and Kimble, 2005), the Task
Force's first assignment was to assess the feasibility of implementing the recommendations
specified in the needs assessment. The Arts Administrator invited participants to "be
forward thinking and revisit the foundations of educational practice" to rebuild the system
which had eroded over the past two decades.

Task Force members discovered several barriers to implementing the recommendations.
including structural, operational and financial barriers. Structurally, the decentralization of
arts specialists, administered at each school site, demonstrated inequitable student ratios
and wide variations in the way arts specialists were recruited, utilized and evaluated.
Operationally, students in different schools received arts instruction that varied in time and
frequency from 45 minutes every five days to 40 minutes once every 12 days. Financially,
it was discovered that the current budget for arts materia.ls is half of what it was in 1988.
Given these conditions, Task Force members were not surprised to discover the subtle
erosion of arts education within the system. There was recognition, however, that a
fragmented funding system of support for arts-in-education programs provided by private
funders currently substitutes for lack of program support from the District.

After six months of work through 20 meetings and research tasks between meetings, the
Task Force generated a creative, integrative long-term approach to building a wortd-class
arts education system within the School District of Palm Beach County. The Task Force
initiated and refined the vision and goals; defined key policy recommendations requiring
School Board attention; developed a five-year budget projection; and developed curriculum
and professional development and frameworks (agreed upon definitions and assumptions)
in an unprecedented collaborative process with representation from a diverse group of
stakeholders. Stakeholders included the School District, arts agencies (state and local),
universities, arts providers, private foundations and out-of-school providers. The Task Force
completed its work on December 1, 2005 and authorized School District staff and a steering
committee to complete the final preparation of the report and budget. The effort was
assisted by ASK Associates providing facilitation and logistical support.

The vision generated by the Task Force included multiple perspectives, values and beliefs.
Participants had varying perspectives on what a "world class" arts-in-education program
would look like. but found common ground. The Task Force envisioned preparing
tomorrow's citizens through both arts education and arts integration in four arts disciplines
(dance, drama, music and visual arts), recognizing and appreciating cultural diversity. This
vision includes highly qualified teachers, strong curricula and community partnerships as
vital elements. The vision also requires attention to staffing and structure; professional
development; curriculum; leadership; resources; and public awareness and support.

Alts-in-Educatfon Task Force Report, School District of Palm Besch County, March 1, 2006



The six key policy recommendations, .derived from six months of deliberation and synthesis,
provide guidance for staffing, budget, professional development and contact hours with
students. Major themes are to:

.

.

.

Centralize arts education staff at the District level.
Expand administrative and teaching staff in all four arts disciplines.
Restore budget for materials, supplies, equipme,nt, repair and textbooks.
Integrate professional development in arts education through the Single School
Culture for Academics process
Require uniform time and frequency devoted to arts education for all children in all
schools.

Further discussion of each recommendation appears in a separate section of this report.

The Task Force generated a thoughtful and integrative approach to resolving many
problems and reversing the programmatic erosion over the past 20 years. The Task Force
considered the realistic costs and proposed solutions. The proposed budget Includes cost
estimates (over fIVe years) of additional resource teachers; additional arts teachers;
restoration and growth of the required materials/repair and textbook estimates; and a
uniform approach to funding cultural partnerships with professional artistic providers. (See
the attached budget and narrative for more detail and rationale for budget
recommendations.)

~

The Task Force drilled deep and uncovered, analyzed and synthesized previously
unavailable infonnation. The collaborative group demonstrated a model process and
composition to continue as a guiding coalition for future planning and decision-making as
the system evolves. The Task Force developed a vision and deeply considered strategies,
and is now prepared to communicate that vision and associated strategies to the Board and
the community. The strategies are designed to empower School District employees by
removing barriers and generating short-term success and Iong-tenn accomplishments in the
areas of increased student achievement and increased accountability. The vision of a world-
class arts-in-education experience for each student in the School District of Palm Beach
County is possible and highly desirable. As these strategies are implemented, with School
Board approval, gains in professional development and student achievement can be
actualized.

A summary of the six-month process (participants. products and process); the curriculum
and professional development and frameworks; and references are available in sections of
this report.

Arts-in-Education Task Force Report. School District of Palm Beach County, March 1. 2006 2
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Arts-in-Education Task Force
Curriculum & Professional Development Frameworks

Curriculum Frameworks

Definition: Curriculum frameworks include goals, objectives, activities and assessment of outcomes for
teaching and learning. A content, scope, sequence and a process that defines the .why, what, how and
how wel'" of a course of study.

Objective: Elementary curriculum framework for arts education and arts integration based on standards
and best practices in the areas of dance drama. music and visual arts coordinated with out of school time
providers and arts providers.

Shared Assumptions, Findings and Recommendations

-

.

Sunshine State Standards (SSS) and national standards exist for all four discipline areas
at,the elementary level. Grade Level Expectations (GLE) exist for music and visual arts.
The standards for dance and drama are vague and not very useful. All standards (state
and national, as well as Bloom's taxonomy) will provide the platfonTl for curriculum
planning for arts curricula, classroom curricula (arts integration) and out of school time.
Curriculum resources from other associations and institutions will be utilized. The "basic
principles of arts integration" will also be considered.
The curriculum will be based on 40 minutes every 5 days over a 12 week period
(trimester) with discipline concentrations rotating three times a year.
Visual arts curriculum for one grade level has been developed by the U.B. Kinsey and
Norton partnership. Curriculum in other three areas will be developed through three
additional partnerships focusing on the other three disciplines (dance, drama and
music). Over the next three years, attention may be focused on dance and drama since
music is well developed.
Curriculum writers (writing teams with arts teachers, classroom teachers, arts providers
and out of school time staff) will develop curriculum resources for all elementary levels
based on curriculum developed from the partnerships, and resources available from
associations and other institutions. The curriculum resources will outline effective
practices based on standards and experience from partnerships as well as resources
(texts and websites) , strategies (based on partnership experiences). and a glossary of
terms and acronyms so that partners can understand the languages of each segment.
The Single School Culture for Academics process will be utilized to help each school
plan their approach to arts education and arts integration with assistance from the
resources developed through the partnerships, the curriculum writing teams and District
staff resources. The curriculum will not include a sequence of lesson plans, but rather be
focused on helping teachers and providers think deeply about the opportunities available
and how to implement over the long term in their specific schools.
To support this, elementary arts teachers will be centralized at the District level. state
approved texts will be provided to each school (for the teachers, not the students) and
materials budgets will be increased.
A group (sub-sub-committee) comprised of arts teachers, classroom teachers, arts
providers, out of school time staff and university resources (all education practitioners)
has been convened to examine the specific details of arts education and arts integration
curriculum planning, beyond the scope and time of the existing task force. (Karen
Bradley & Cathy Smilan)

Arts-in-Education Task Force Report. School District of Palm Beach County, March 1, 2006 1



Professional Development Frameworks

Definition: Professional Development Frameworks outline the ongoing process of gaining, updating,
expanding, deepening and applying knowledge, skills competencies and expertise in one's profession. It
refers to the sequence and array of learning activities, education, preparation. reading and affiliation
necessary to master the body of knowledge, standards, best practices, skills and appropriate behaviors
and perspectives for the occupation or profession.

ObJective: Professional development will reflect what is needed by teachers and cultural providers to
perform at high levels of achievement

Shared Assumptions, Findings and Recommendations

The desired outcomes/results will include (a) improved student performance (over a five
year period of implementation at pilot schools), (b) increased teacher effectiveness and
support (an in-depth and long-term change in teacher approach), and (c) stronger
partnerships among arts teachers, classroom teachers, arts providers and out of school
time staff. There will be both internal (data warehouse) and external evaluation of the
process and results.

The target participants will include arts teachers, classroom teachers, arts providers and
out of school time staff. Principals are also targeted for increased awareness,
understanding and support.

State and District requirements and resources will be considered. Teachers need 120
points every five years for certification. One arts education certification is granted for the
entire K.12 spectrum. Staff development resources from the District will be engaged to
clarify requirements and resources. Centralized staffing and student assessment may
increase accountability. Supplements, graduate credits and other incentives must be
considered.

The approach will be multifaceted. sequenced, on-going and utilize both School District
(internal) and cultural partners (external) resources.

Information will be developed and disseminated using a wide variety of strategies and
media. For example. teachers (both arts and classroom) will be surveyed to determine
wants, needs, logistical requirements (season, time of day. day of week, venue etc.),
communication/promotion strategies, credit possibilities and interest in the various
possibilities. As information is developed, it will be shared via the District website, TV
and e-mail distribution channels. One of the pieces of information to be developed is an
Inventory/calendar of existing development opportunities.

. Channels of training and development might include:
1. New teacher orientation for both classroom and arts teachers on the basic principles

of arts integration. New arts teachers need to be engaged into networks of arts
teachers by discipline and/or geography (organized by the new District curriculum
coordinators) .

2. On-site support from district level coordinators to model and support team teaching
approaches for arts education and arts integration within the single school culture
(suppor1ed by new district staff).

3. Opportunities (beyond ear1y release time) for teachers to meet, work and plan
together as a team and develop a suppor1ive camaraderie. District curriculum

Alts-in-Educatlon Task Force Report, School District of Palm Beach County, March 1, 2006 1 A



4.

5

6.

7.

8

coordinator staff might organize these by ge'ographic cluster for in-person meetings
and follow.up with electronic meetings via chat rooms or e-mail distribution lists.
Ultimately, arts providers and out-of.school time staff will be included. A -retrear for
all four target audiences can explore learnings, possibilities, partnership strategies -
a time to reflect, get to know one another and plan together. The process can focus
on "partnership" schools in first year and be expanded in subsequent years.
Collaborative teams (of the four target audiences) develop workshops for teachers,
that go beyond new good ideas (not Mmake and takes" or .sit and gets") to deeper
questioning of strategies and long tenn changes in implementing new teaching
strategies.
A one-day MExpo/Showcase (such as in Broward County, planned, sponsored and
executed by the Cultural Council, School District and University) with partners
showcasing what they do, accomplishments, results and what they learned not to do
with a wide menu of possibilities.
Opportunities for students (higher education, high school and middle school) to
assist middle and elementary teachers and students with arts education and arts
integration. This will provide community service credit, build leadership skills and
perhaps develop the next generation of arts teachers (especially in the needed areas
of dance and drama).
Universities develop modules and institutes for the four target audiences leading to
credit. Programs might include certificate programs or arts integration specialist
credentials.
School District managers will continue to identify and take advantage of special
training and development opportunities as they become available.
Teachers will be encouraged and supported (where possible) to participate in
existing association conferences. Incentives may be built into the partnership grants,
but opportunities must not be restricted to selected partnership schools. A cohort of
arts education and integration leaders can be developed annually.
Provide specific professional development events for arts providers.9

Identify "catalyst" teachers (skilled and enthusiastic) for fast track development and
training/consultation training to expand the capacity to support arts and classroom
teachers in new teaching strategies. They may come from the partnership schools first,
but catalyst teachers will need to be identified in all schools.

.

Consider the nine guidelines for professional development shared by Gail Bumaford, six
of which are part of the Single School Culture for Academics approach.

Alts-in-Education Task Force Report, School District of Palm Beach County, March 1, 2006 5



Art-in-Education Task Force
Process Summary

This summary provides an overview of planning processes used to arrive at
recommendations for addressing the arts-in-education needs of the School District of
Palm Beach County's students as outlined in the" State of the Art in Palm Beach County
Schools: lI\Ihere Do We Go From Here?" presented to the School Board on March 30,
2005. This assessment report (Phase I) was the outcome of site visits to exemplary
Arts-in-Education programs in Los Angeles and Chicago, and the work of Florida
Atlantic University experts {Bumaford. Smilan and Kimble) who compiled survey and
interview results to produce an environmental scan and current situation analysis with
recommendations and was funded by the Mary and Robert Pew Public Education Fund.
The goal of Phase II was to assess the feasibility of these recommendations and
determine best methods for implementation to educate Palm Beach County public
school students in the arts.

The summary identifies and describes
I. Participating Representatives
II. Products
III. Planning Process

Participating Representatives

From May 31, 2005, through December 1, 2005 (six months), representatives met
twenty times to develop a plan for implementing the vision of a world class arts
education system in Palm Beach County. Participants represented:

. Palm Beach County School District (including sixteen teachers, a Resource
Teacher and the K-12 Arts Administrator)

. Local Arts Agency: Palm Beach County Cultural Council,

. Universities (Florida Atlantic University and Palm Beach Atlantic University),

. Statewide Arts Agency: Florida Cultural Alliance

. Arts Providers & Educators: Center for Creative Education, Florida Stage,
Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, Norton Gallery of Art, and Old School
Square

. Out-of-School Providers: Prime Time and Children's Services Council

. Private Funders: Education Foundation, Pew Public Education Fund.
Community Foundation, Picower Foundation, Lost Tree Foundation

Organization of Participation

Representatives participated in the following three meeting groups:
1.) Full Task Force (all participants met four times);
2.) Curriculum and Professional Development Committee (nine meetings); and
3.) Resource Development Committee (seven meetings).

Arts..;n-Education Task Force Report. School District of Palm Beach County, March 1, 2006 16



Venues and Role Responsibilities

Two-hour group meetings were held in a variety of venues including the School District
headquarters, a high school library, the Kravis Center and the Cultural Council. There
were also meetings for coordinating support functions performed by the Steering
Committee (Project Director, Facilitator, Committee Co-Chairs and a Foundation
Representative), a strategy group and a smaller, more focused curriculum sub-
committee. The Project Director and Foundation Representative (from Pew) provided
leadership and guidance. The Facilitator (from ASK Associates) prepared agendas,
developed strategies to engage the broadest range of participants and meet decision
deadlines, facilitated the meetings and assisted with recording the meetings. Roles of
the Committee Co-Chairs included logistical planning (finding and arranging space),
finding (and sometimes developing and analyzing) the Information needed by
participants to make decisions and recommendations and leading the meetings. The
interplay and cooperation of these various leaders was critical to the success of the
project.

Products

The Task Force generated:
. a defined vision, goals/objectives,
. a curriculum framework (shared definitions and assumptions),
. a professional development framework (shared definitions and assumptions),
. school board policy recommendations and
. a five year budget to implement the plan (see attachments).

Also, at the request of the Task Force, a representative from the consulting group (ASK
Associates), the School District and the Cultural Council collaborated to develop a map
of schools, cultural resources and existing partnerships between schools and cultural
resources.

Three by-products of the Task Force process were:
1.) Infonnal networking among teachers, university professors, arts providers and

funders (which resulted in or contributed to other projects);
2.) Development of a "cooperative spirit" among arts providers and teachers" as

they usee themselves on the same team working for the same goals" (as
stated by a participant on 10/11); and

3.) Nearly 200 hours of in-service training credits for seventeen teachers.

This process began a conversation that needs to be (and will be) continued

Planning Process

Following the initial formation of the Task Force, participants were briefed on Phase I
learnings and recommendations. They also required understanding of state funding
guidelines and mandates as well as the regulatory environment including the federal No
Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act; Sunshine State Standards and Grade Level Expectations

Arts-in-Education Task Force Raporl, School District of Palm Beach County, March 1, 2006 7



. Common definitions for vocabulary

. Map of schools, arts providers and arts partnerships (current)

. Current staffing structure (by school - demonstrated inequitable ratios)

. Current arts instruction time and frequency (by school - demonstrated

inequitable instruction ranges). Current materials budget levels (with history of higher levels in 1988)
. Current SSS/GLE development at the state leve" (finding: visual arts and music

are more developed than dance and drama)
. Approaches to student assessment and program evaluation
. Identified costs and budget assumptions, duration (five years) and frameworks
. Depictions of funding model possibilities



(can be scary) and the sense of overwhelming tasks," "good collaborative
conversations - probing/exploring issues to be defined," "playing off other's ideas -
combining ideas," and "seeing the larger picture." However, participants were frustrated
by "lack of time - too much to discuss thoroughly,t! "needed changes in the way
statistics are recorded or reported," "lack of concrete information and structure of plan,"
and "not enough time to deal with all the issues on the table." While one participant
noted that the "agenda/assignment was well planned," another noted the need for
"better planning these meetings to ensure sequential development." By October, a
participant noted less of a competitive spirit and more of a cooperative spirit as "arts
providers and teachers see themselves on the same team working for the same goals."

There were several pivotal points in the process as new questions emerged and new
information was provided. One was the question about and discovery of the erosion of
the materials budget. Another was the realization that assigning teachers on a per-
school basis caused inequities because of the differences in school sizes. Another
pivotal point in managing the overwhelming nature of the planning task was achieved
when through a scenario planning task with the Resource Development Committee in
late August. The Committee concluded that, given the scope of 100 elementary schools,
35 middle schools and 20 high schools (with 17,000 employees), the plan needed to
focus on elementary programming and consider the budget over five years rather than
consider all schools over one year.

With the realization about the inequities of assigning teachers on a per-school basis,
another turning point in the planning occurred when the group looked at alternative
delivery structures. Emerging information was allowing participants to see that arts
education and arts integration was very fragmented and unequally delivered by site-
based decision making. Although several principals had been invited to participate in
this process, none had responded either in meetings or to the minutes of meetings in an
effort to elicit principals' perspective on this issue. It was noted that some principals
were very creative and resourceful about how they delivered arts education, while
others used the allocated arts teachers as substitutes. As more information emerged,
and was analyzed, the group concluded that restructuring or centralizing the arts
education staff and assigning teachers on a teacher/student ratio rather than a
teacher/school ratio was critical to success. Also, recruitment of teachers to meet the
goal of adequate number of arts teachers in each discipline was projected to require a
long-term commitment and investment and will not happen the first year. The demand
exceeds the supply of qualified teachers in the four disciplines, along with other
economic challenges (housing costs) to recruitment of teachers in Palm Beach County.
As the picture of assigning teachers in geographic clusters emerged, some of the
budget assumptions about staffing became clarified.

The budget went through a number of iterations starting in August. with participant input
at each step. The Resource Development Committee explored options for funding
models and partnerships that combined public and private resources. but postponed
further discussion on that until the level of commitment and investment by the School
Board could be detenT\ined. The group did define which items should be funded by the
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School Board (i.e. staffing and materials) and which might be funded by outside
resources (i.e. partnerships and professional development).

As the Curriculum and Professional Development Committee became more focused,
they agreed that "curriculum" did not mean a series of lesson plans, but rather a uniform
framework defining targets, conditions and standards. They also agreed that
professional development did not mean a single approach or event, but rather a range
of possibilities and opportunities to support the ongoing process of gaining, updating,
expanding and applying the current knowledge, skills, and competencies of arts
education and arts integration. It was enlightening when a panel of arts providers
revealed a vast range of opportunities for students and teachers, along with information
that teachers were not participating in the opportunities. Again, a more centralized
approach to structure, staffing, operations, and communication, as recommended by the
Task Force, will help take advantage of the opportunities afforded by the arts providers.
After considerable deliberation of the project objectives, the Committee generated,
reviewed and approved the Curriculum Frameworks and the Professional Development
Frameworks included in this report.

By the target date of December 15\ the Full Task Force reviewed, revised and approved
the Curriculum and Professional Development Frameworks, the Board Policy
Recommendations (with major changes in structure and staffing) and the budget
generated through the process. The budget includes a five year plan with provisions for
structural changes. staffing increases. materials allocation increases by the School
District. as well as opportunities for private funding for partnerships and professional
development. More detailed accounts of each meeting are available in the minutes. The
Steering Committee and a few volunteers continued through January to edit the final
report.

-
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Arts-in-Education Task Force
Definitions

ACCOUNTABILITY
The aspects of responsibility that involve the provision of statistical or judlciat explanation for
events. Quality assurance - evidence of learning

ARTS EDUCATION (ARTS DISCIPLINE-BASED CURRICULUM)
Art fOmlS that are taught for the pure.aesthetic value of the art form and for the love of the art
should be considered a disciple-based cuniculum. Study of other subject areas as they relate to
a specific art form or period are a by-product of the in depth study of the discipline-based art foml.

ARTS FUNDERS
Agencies and/or individuals that contribute financially to arts related programs that serve the
students and schools of the School District of Palm Beach County.

ARTS-IN-EDUCA TION
An umbrella phrase that Includes: 1) arts education; 2) arts integration; and 3) experiences
gained through arts provider partnership programs.

ARTS INTEGRATION CURRICULUM
An education that enables students to identify and apply authentic connections (understanding
the difference between knowing and understanding) between two or more disciplines and/or to
understand essential concepts that transcend individual disciplines.
Or
Uses the language and methodrnogy from more than one discipline and focuses on unifying
themes, issues, problems, concepts and experiences.

ARTS PROVIDERS
Outside agencies and/or individuals that supply programs and resources for the classroom and
teachers.

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS
The ongoing process aimed at understanding and improving students' leaming.

Or
The process of identifying collective aims for cumulative learning in terms of knowledge, skills,
abilities, values. and/or attitudes and determining whether those aims have been met.

Or
A collection of information about the progress of students. Assessment differs from testing In that
is uses multiple indicators and sources of evidence to reach a conclusion. (Florida Department of

Education)

Specifies
CURRICULUM

Plan with goals. objectives, activities and assessment of teaching and learning
content, scope, sequence and process (why, what and how).

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM
An ongoing process aimed at understanding and improving program efforts, effectiveness and
efficiencies.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
An ongoing process of gaining, updating, expanding, deepening and applying knowledge, skills,
competencies and expertise in one's profession.

Arts-in-Education Task Force Report, Schoof District of Palm Beach Countv. MAIr.h 1 ,~
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I. Champions of Change

.

.

.

.

.

.

High verses Low-Arts Involvement and Academic Perfonnance
Socio-Economic Status (SES) and Arts Involvement
Math Proficiency (low SES) and Arts Involvement
Arts Involvement and Creative Thinking Abilities
Perceptions as a Self Leamer
Arts Involvement and School Climate

D. Oklahoma A+ Schools

Academic Perfonnance Index (API) Scores
. A numeric score from 0-1500 indicating school perfonnance based on

state-mandated tests

Oklahoma Core Curriculum Test (OCCT)
. Mandated by Oklahoma law to sample skills and content specified in

State standards

A+ Schools of North Carolina
. Value Added: Beyond Test Scores-student's intellectual, emotional,

and social growth

Harford County Reading/Instrumental Music Study

. The percentage of instrumental students who moved from the Proficient
reading level to Advanced reading level is higher than that of non-
instrumental students
The percentage of instrumental students who move from the Basic and At-
Risk levels is also higher than that of non-instrumental students

.

Critical Links: learning in the Arts and Student Academic and Social
Development

. An analysis of 25,000 students in the National Longitudinal Study found
that arts participation is linked to higher academic perfonnance, better
grades, and lower drop-out rates.
Positive effects are even more significant for low-income verses high-
income students

.

Larry Scripp - Harvard' Project Zero

Research at the New England Conservatory Charter Lab School, where students
are chosen by lottery and not by musical talent, found notational skills in music
correlate positively with achievement in math and reading.



The ability to process musical symbols is a leading predictor of
music's association with learning in other subject areas
Musical pitch is more predictive of mathematical ability
Rhythm is more predictive of reading ability

.

.

.

VI. Chicago, Minneapolis, and Dallas Studies

.

.
A study of 23 arts-integrated schools in Chicago showed test scores rising
as much as two times faster than comparable schools
In Minneapolis, arts-integration programs showed the most positive
effects on disadvantaged learners
In Dallas students made larger strides in literacy and writing. Test scores
rose 10 points in reading between 4th and 5th grade compared to 3 point
rise in a control group. The program seems to benefit students of every
ethnic and socioeconomic or academic group.

.

Related Studies:

.

.

.

.

.

University of Central Oklahoma
How arts Integration Supports Student Learning
Is There a Relationship Between Dance and Creative Thinking
Arts and SAT scores
Duval Elementary School-Alachua County, Florida

School District of Palm Beach County-(ongoing research projects)

. World Music Dnnnmingl"Beat For Peace"
Title I schools guidance counselor and music teacher paired to
instruct at-risk students through group counseling/drumming
instruction.

VH-l Save The Music Project.





CF"CHANGE

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

.You au talhng to someone who had very little to do

with the arts before 1 came here. This has changed

me enormously. 1 have an appreciation for the arts

that 1 never had before. 1 have seen youngsters come

through here who perhaps weren't as motiwted. and

1 have seen them take off and fly because we pulled

them into an art and opened up new avenues. I

couldn 't work anymore in a school that wam't t«lJlly
immersed in the arts. . Middle School Principal

schools, pupils are also seen by d1eir teachers as

curious, able to express ideas and feelings in individ-

ual ways, and not afraid to display their learning

before their teachers, peers, and parents.

These responses frame what is interpreted in this

monograph as a dialectical relationship between the

different subject disciplines. Learning advances in

dcpd1 d1rough the challenge of traveling back-and-

forth across subject boundaries.

The study found that the arts add the kind of

richnea and depth to learning and instruction that is

critical to healthy developmmt only in schools where

arts provision is rich and continuous, administrators
supportive, and teachers enlightened. The policy .

implications of this study are profound, particularly

as they impinge upon in-school arts provision and

teacher education.

Methodology of the Study

The Learning In and Through die Arts study wu

undertaken by the Center for Arts Education Research

at Teachers College Columbia University and exam-

ined the artistic experiences of over 2000 pupils in

public elementary and middle sd1ools.1 The goals were

to determine what cognitive. social. and penonal skills

are developed through arts learning. if these compe-

tencies have a more general effect on learning. and

what conditions in schools support this learning.

We recognized at the outset that the practice of

arts teaching in schools is extremely diverse. The arts

are taught in a variety of ways and configurations and

in the contexts of four disciplines--visual arts. music,

dance. and drama. Some programs in schools integrate

the arts, while odters integrate die arts within the

general academic curriculum. Still others teach them

B ased on a study of o~r 2000 pupils attending

public schools in grades 4-8, a group of

researchers from Teachers College Columbia

University, found significant relationships between rich

in-school arts programs and creative. cognitive. and

personal competencies needed for academic success.

The study began by asking three inter-related

questions: What is arts learning? Does it extend to

learning in other scltool subjects? What conditions in

scltools support this learning?

The researchers found that young people in

-high-arts" groups performed better than those in

-low-arts- groups on measures of creativity, fluency,

originality, elaboration and resistance to closure-

capacities central to arts learning. Pupils in arts-

intensive settings were also strong in their abilities to

express thoughts and ideas, exercise their imaginations

and take risks in learning. In addition, they were

descn"bed by their teaclters as more cooperative and

willing to display their learning publicly.

In scltools with high-arts provision, these compe-

tencies and dispositions also eD1erged in other subject

areas when particular tasks evoked theD1. In suclt

scltools, teachers of non-arts subjects, suclt as science,

math, and language, frequently speak of what they see

u the extended effects of arts learning on learning in

their disciplines. They comment on abilities such u

thinking creatively and flaibly, imagining ideas and

probleD1s from different perspectives, taking imagina-

tive leaps, and layering one thought upon another as

part of a process of probleD1 solving. In arts-riclt

Suppon for this study -. provided by The GE FUDd and The
JOhn D. and Catherine T. MlCArdlur Foundation. Details of the
procedures and 8Dalylia employed in this study can be found in
Bunon, Horowitz and Abela (1999). Learning In and Throup the
MIS: 1rIDsfer and ~ Order TbiDkiIIIo New York: CaItu for
AI1I EdUC8tion Raearm. Te8cben College, CoIUIDbia Univasity.
This repon -. preperei with the iDYaIII8bIe IAiItance of B8ItJ8r8
SaIand«. Raearch A8Iociate of the Cmt~.
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We invited a broad cross section of arts educators

to suggest elementary and middJe sdlools that fit

within one of five types reflecting this diversity of

provision. By studying two schools from each type we

believed we would be able to make comparisons

among different approaches to arts teaching. We

visited 28 of ISO nominated schools, often several

times, and it quickly became apparent that schools

did not fit easily into specific types. Instead, we found

pockets of different kinds of arts instruction existing

side by side in single schools, even across single grade

levels. We found that children in many sdlools

received unequal arts provision, sporadic teaching.

and unevenly sequenced instruction.

In light of this discovery, we concluded that the

best approach would be to treat each school as a

complex combination of types of arts provision within

which we could track the experiences of individual

groups of children. Thus, we rated each school in our

study on three ~-point scales, identifying the

degree to which they were arts integrated. arts-rich or

employed external arts providers.

We invited 18 schools to participate in a prelimi-

nary data collection for the study. Twelve schools

were selected for more extensive study, and four of

them became sites for in-depth case studies. In all, we

examined the artistic experiences of 2046 children in

grades four, five, seven, and eight. They attended

public schools in New York, Connecticut, Virginia,

and South Carolina.

had studied during this time. These data were then

assigned to either a high-arts expoSure or low-arts

exposure group. The high-arts group consists of the

upper quartile of children based on the amount of in-

school arts instruction they received. Similarly, the

low-arts group consists the lower quartile of children.

A typical 5th grader in the high-arts group might have

received art and music instruction for at least three

continuous years, as well as a full year eadi of drama

and dance. A child in the low-arts group might have

had one year or less of music and art, and no drama

or dance instruction.

As we compared the experiences of the children in

the respective groups we saw immediately that the

high-arts group consistently outscored the low-arts

group on measures of creative thinking and teachers'

perceptions of artistic capacities. (See Figure 1)

More detailed analysis showed that youngsters

included in the high-arts groups scored .II on ms-

sures of creativity, fluency, originality, eIaboration,and

resistance to closure.4 In our many co~tions and

interviews with arts specialists.arts providen.and

teadien of other subjects, we heard time and agam how

these same capaciti~ are critical to arts learning as well

as to other subject disciplines. In the arts, whether

visual, music, dance, or dram.. the ability to elplore

myriad ideas, envision and try out unusual and personal

responses, consider objects,ideas, and experiences in

detail, and be willing to keep thoughts open long

enough to take imagina~ leaps. are all important.

The Arts and Creative Thinking Abilities

We first examined our numerical data in order to

see if there was a pattern to the kind of art experiences

to whim children were exposed in smools. We were

particularly interested in how these experiences related

to aeati'Ye thinking abilities and to teachers' percep-

tiODl of artistic capacities. We found that there were

significant associations among these measures. In

order to explore this finding more fully, we looked at

the number of years children had received in-sdlool

arts instruction and the range of different arts they

Arts Im'Olwment and GenenJ Competendca

Young people included in the high-arts groups also

scored more strongly in terms of academic teachers'

perceptions of their general competencies. As shown in

Figure 2, data reveal that youngsters in the high-arts

4 ~ i"j7£--~ me munbcr rX ~ « duac- dI8t . ~
~ when ~ wid! . .mulua « ~OriIinaIity refers
U) tJW: ~ quality of ~ wbie e8bonIioII it tJW:
~ID mid apoIitiIx1 rX detail. RaiIIInce U) cbwe repraents
the DJity u) keep opal kJ .- po8ibIIiIi8 a. -l1li kJ maR me
mcIII8l ie8p that maka pGIIibIe oriIiMl idas. The cratMty ~ is
an -0 CIativity - (1bn8IICe, Ball. and Saf8. 1992).
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emphasized that young people involved in the arts were

able to unify divergent thoughts and feelings within

representational forms that make it possible for them to

express their ideas in many different ways. Similarly,

arts subjects provide frameworks of learning where it is

permW1ole,and desirable, to take imaginative leaps and

to envision new possibilities and probabilities. Above

all,the arts are subjects where young people can take

group were stronger than those in low-arts groups in

their ability to express their thoughts and ideas, exercise

their imaginations, and take risks in their learning.

Moreover, they were also more cooperative and showed

a greater willingness to display their learning before a

community of their peers and parents.

Our interview and observation data offered a rich

context for understanding these results. Teachers
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selves as competent in academics. They were also far

more likely to believe that they did well in school in

general, particularly in language and mathematics.

(See Figure 3)
As with other findings, these results were vali-

dated by our observations of classrooms and in

conversations with teachers and administrators. They

confirmed that youngsters exposed to strong arts

education acquire a sense of confidence in themselves

that radiates beyond the studios and performance

spaces. (See Figure 4) One might also speculate that

the kind of persistence that it takes to be successful in

the arts, particularly in the processes and organization

required to represent thoughts and ideas, would have

general cross-curriculum relevance.

risks in their thinking as they try out new and unex-

plored arenas of learning.

We also speculated that the arts, by their very

nature, require a great deal of collaboration and

cooperation in their creation. Even the visual arts.

usually thought of as solitary activities, can involve

youngsters in collaborative enterprises such as

painting murals and scenery, producing books, and

organizing exhibitions. Pupils involved in arts learning

come to know fIrSt-hand what it means to share and

learn from each other.

Unlike other school subjects, the arts present a

public face to learning. Paintings can be seen, music

heard,and dance and drama experienced by everyone.

Learning in the arts inevitably involves some measure

of willingness to perform or display publicly, to reveal

accomplishments, to gamer appreciation,and to learn

from the critiques of others.

Arts Involwment and School Climate

Administrators and teachers in high-arts schools

attributed many positive features of their in-school

climate to the arts. We found that schools with strong

arts programs had supportive administrators who

played a central role in ensuring the continuity and

depth of provision. They encouraged teachers to take

risks. learn new skills, and broaden their curriculum.

Arts Involvement and Perceptions of Self as Leamer

The data revealed some interesting differences in

the children's own perceptions of themselves as

learners. High-arts youngsters were far more likely

than their low-arts counterparts to think of them-
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Figure 4:SDQ-I (Self-Concept) Scores Compared to
The Number of Years of In-School Arts

SDQ.I Scores High-Arts Group Low.Arts Group

29.65%

27.40%

29.45%

35.17%

36.81%

40.49%

29.86%

35.79%

33.33%

41.1~

34.15%

20.08%

24.31%

23.26%

24.31%

27.48%

20.08%

15.43%

18.60%

24.31%

17.76%

17.97%

Physical Ability S-C

Physical Appearance S-C

Peer Relations S-C

Parent Relations S-C

General Self-Concept

Reading S-C

Mathematics S-C

General School S-C

Total Non-Academic S-C

Total Academic S-C

Total S-C

Similarly, we found specialist arts teachers who were

confident in their pedagogy and practice, knowledge-

able about pupils' abilities and personalities, innovative

in their approaches to learning, and who also enjo~

collaborating with other arts specialists and teachers of

other subjects.

The findings of our study show that children in

arts-rich schools are more likely than children in low-

arts schools to have good rapport with dteir teachers.

(See Figure 5) In a similar vein, the results show that

teachers in arts-rich schools demonstrate more

interest in their work and are more likely to become

involved in professional development experiences.

These teachers work in schools that favor change and

experimentation. They also are more likely to be

innovative in their teaching. The data on teacher

affiliation show that such teachers tend to have good

working relationships with other teachers in their
school. In the high-arts settings, we found consider-

able flexibility in curriculum design, with less empha-

sis on conformity, formalization, or centralization.

Finally, it should be noted that when we exam-

ined our school sample for socio-economic status,

we discovered that the results of our study were more

firmly tied to rich arts provision than to high

economic status.

A great deal of data came from our interviews with

specialist teachers in language, science, and mathemat-

ics, as well as from our observations in classrooms and

attendance at exhibitions and performances. While
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interpretation if encoded in images, movement, or

musical sound.

In such cross-disciplinary conversations involving

the arts, young people are given permission to go

beyond what they already know and to move towards

new horizons for their learning.

to their own art fonDS and knowledgeable about the

socio-cultural background and development of the

young people they teach. An ideal curriculum would

enable arts teachers to collaborate with each other,

with teachers from other disciplines, and with visiting

artists and other arts providers. This kind of curricu-

lum requires careful planning. Teachers need the time

to collaborate in disciplinary and cross-disciplinary

group&in order to research and frame the learning to

which they will contribute. They will also need

administrative support in arranging the daily time-

table so that pupils have long stretches of time in

which to research and try out ideas and to stretch

their thinking as far as it will go--both within and

across disciplines.
As part of this extended time for learning, pupils

need to be able to use cultural institutions-art,

science, and natural history museums, botanical

gardens, concert halls, and so forth-much as they

would use a library for research purposes. The arts-

rich schools in our study were characterized by a

flexibility, knowledge, and openness in the way that

teachers planned and delivered instruction. One can

only imagine what they might have accomplished, had

they been able to restructure their school days in

support of even greater expectations for learning.

One unexpected outcome of our study under-cuts

the debate about whether or not the arts are core or

ancillary to learning across the curriculum. Our

findings led us to the conclusion that, all things being

equal, the arts are neither ancillary nor core but rather

that they are participants in the development of critical
ways of thinking and learning. In schools with rich arts

provision this argument can be sustained on the basis

of the constellation of capacities that are nurtured in

arts learning and that characterize the dialectical

relationship between the arts and other subjects. By
contrast, in schools with a paucity of arts provision the

arts may well be considered ancillary because they do

not have the capacity to promote the ways of thinking

that, by interacting dynamically with other subject

domains, offer children generati~ and complex

Educational ~mplications of the Study

The results of our study offer empirical evidence

that learning in arts-rich smools is complex and

that it is most successful when supported by a rim,

continuous, and sequenced curriculum. We also have

clear empirical evidence that children, in what we have

called the low-arts smools, are less able to extend their

thinking. It appears that a narrowly conceived curricu-

lum, in which the arts are either not offered or are

offered in limited and sporadic amounts, exerts a

negative effect on the development of critical cognitive

competencies and personal dispositions. This conclu-

sion brings to mind our original experience in

choosing school sites for our study. In the many

schools we visited, arts provision was almost uni-

formly inconsistent and sporadic.

Arts-rich schools offer a picture of a curriculum

that is neither fonnalized nor centralized, but rather

is open and flexible. Within these schools it was clear

that teachers thought about, and accepted, a variety

of different ways for pupils to be creative, to exercise

skills and to think through problems, and exercise

imagination in the construction of paintings, musical

compositions, choreography, and plays. This suggests

that a flexible curriculum which paces in-depth arts

experiences to a sensitive appreciation of developmen-
tal needs leads to learning that combines the kind of

persistence and confidence necessary for academic

accomplishment.
Taking our cue from the arts-rich schools in this

study. we might envision an ideal curriculum as one

that offers in-depth, carefully sequenced teaching in

several art fonDS for the entire span of young peoples'

schooling. Teaching would be carried out by properly

educated specialist teachers who are both committed





Table 1: Oklahoma A+ Teacher Opinion Survey

My personal fulfillment as a teacher is enhanced by my work in the arts. 79.7%

Students become more self-actualized through the arts 313 84.1%

Integrating the arts Into the general curriculum makes my teaching more
rewarding to me.

303 86.1%

The arts in my classroom enhance the spirit of respect and empathy.
-- - 295 94.6%

Arts integration aids in the goal of students loving to learn, 310 96.1%

Using the arts In my classroom reduces discipline Issues for the children
teach.

298 80.2%

313 93.7%I Th~ .a~. integrated into the total curriculum promote learning across
I subject boundaries.- - ~ - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Teachers In schools first implementing A+ during the 2004-05 academic year are not included In this
analysis.

Professional Support and Staff Development

The Oklahoma A+ Network provides on-going professional support and staff development
through collaborative research-based practices. The 2004 Summer Institutes were very well
received by participants.

Increased leadership from Oklahoma Fellows and Faculty was often noted as a particularly
important asset:

5



Supporting Data

Ranges of API and OCCT scores for students in Oklahoma A+ schools indicate substantial
increases in minimum scores achieved. (See Tables 2 and 3.)

Academic Perfonnance Index (API}
The API, defined in Oklahoma state law under Title 700.5. § 3-150 and 3-151, is a numeric
score (from 0-1500) indicating school performance based upon state-mandated tests and
other factors contributing to a school's educational success.

The purpose of the API is to measure success and initiate growth in school and district
performance in Oklahoma. It is important to remember that because of vast differences in
size, location, demographics, etc. among Oklahoma schools, the State Department of
Education (2003) urges caution in comparing the score of one school or district to that of
another.

Table 2: API Scores for Oklahoma A+ Schools (Original 14 Schools)

Oklahoma Core Curriculum Tests lOCCT/CRn
As mandated by Oklahoma state law (Title 70 O.S. 1210.508) the Oklahoma Core
Curriculum Tests (OCCTs) were developed to sample the skills and content specified in the
PASS standards~ Student performance on the OCCTs is classified into either Satisfactory (at
least 70% mastery of content) or Unsatisfactory, or one of four performance levels
(Advanced, Satisfactory, Limited Knowledge, and Unsatisfactory). The minimum
requirement for a Satisfactory school rating is 70% mastery by at least 70% of the students.

Table 3: Percentage of A+ 5th Grade Students Scoring Satisfactory or Higher on the
Oklahoma Core Curriculum Test (Original 14 Schools)

6
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OKLAHOMA A+ SCHOOLS

RESEARCH HIG~IGHTS

UN It' f. S f T Y 0 F (f N TI A L 0 K L A H 0 No A September 2005

The mission of the Oklahoma A + Schools Is to advance
a quality, whole school experience to nurture the creative leamer.

How do stakeholders involved in and with A+ schools differ from those who are not?

. A survey of over 12,000 A+ and non-A+ educators, administrators,

community members, legislators and business people across Oklahoma found
that those involved in A+ schools agree significantly more often that arts
education:

0 Decreases violence
0 Teaches problem solving
0 Improveslearning
0 Improves grades
0 Increases student attention span
0 Has a positive impact on the community

A+ school's Academic Performance Index averages exceed the API
averages of their district and maximum scores have increased by an
average of 5% from 2003 - 2004.

. The need for reading remediation among economically disadvantaged
students in A+ schools has decreased by an average of 40% after two years
of participation, opposite a national trend.

. After two years of implementation, 5tb grade criterion-referenced test
scores have improved by an average of 7% across all subject areas from
year I to year 3.

1,230 students in A+ schools indicate that they find their school work:
0 Enjoyable (average rating of 4 on a 5 point scale)
0 Interesting (average rating of3.67 on a 5 point scale)
0 Challenging (average rating of3.61 on a 5 point scale)

. A survey of312 A+ teachers reveals that:
0 The arts have a positive impact on the school and their teaching

(average rating of3.15 on a 4 point scale)
0 A+ enhances collaboration (average rating of2.92 on a 4 point scale)

In 2004, Oklahoma A+ Schools served 8,197 students and 558 teachers in 22 schools.
Oklahoma A+ Schools has also provided over 800 hours of professional development
for educators and administrators in the Oklahoma A+ Schools Network.

. . And the transformation continues.

Contact Oklahoma A+ Schools for the entire 2005 research update.
Rev. 9-26-05
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GREENSBORO Inspire. Change.

"There is much that the arts can teach us about school reform, and the A +
Schools Program provides a powerful example on which to base these lessons."
- from 'Creating and Sustaining Arts-Baled School Reform: The A+ Schools Program,' an eight-year fonow-up report funded by the Ford Foundation

Sustainable Arts-Sased School Refonn
The A+ Schools Program is a whole sd1oof re-fonn model that views the arts as fundamental to how teachers teach and students
learn in all subjects. The mission of the A+ Schools Program is to create schools that work for everyone-students, teachers,
administrators, parents and the community.

Grounded in the A+ Essentials TM, the central vision of A+ Is to create,.nhancedt~ oppGftunitie8 for all students by using arts-
Integrated in8tludk)n whid1lncorporates Howard Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences, as well as other theories of intelligence
and recent brain researd\. For schools, A+ is a comprehensive educetion reform because other changes in school practice, in
areas from assessment to scheduling and collaboration to parent involvement, radiate out as necessary to achieve this central
vision.

1et History
ablished in 1995 by the Kenan Institute for the Arts, the A+ Schools Program began with 25 schools. representing the diversity of

N"Orth Carolina schools and communities. participatIng in an extensive four-year evaluation. The results of the Initial evaluation, and
the subsequent evaluatIon in the eighth year. attributed the success and sustainability of the Program to the use of the arts in
school reform, the professional development and the statewide Network created to support teachers and schools.

Upon completion of the four-year evaluation in North Carolina, other states began to express interest in the Program. In 2000 the
North Carolina Program began a four-year process to assist the Kirkpatrick Foundation In Oklahoma City in establishing a statewide
A+ Schools Program in Oklahoma (~,okaRlus.ucoYQy) Today, the Oklahoma A+ Schools program has 31 schools with plans to
continue adding schools each year.

One year after beginning work with the Oklahoma projed. the North Carolina Program began a similar process with a private
foundation to assist in establishing a statewide Program in Arkansas. bttg:/Iwww.sRlusnetwork.orgl Arkansas now has 14 A+
schools with plans to add schools each year.

In 2003, the three statewide A+ Schools programs, North Carolina, Oklahoma and Arkansas. came together to form the National A+
Schools Consortium to further their mutual interests in guiding the development of future statewide A+ Schools programs. The three
statewide networks continue to meet several times throughout the year and are working collaboratively on the 2005 A+ Schools
National Conference.

In 2003 the A+ Sd1ools Program moved from the Kenan Institute for the Arts to the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
(UNCG). UNCG was seleded as a home for the A+ Schoos Program because of the opportunity to work closely with the
University's School of Education, the School of Music and the departments of art, theatre and dance. The University enjoys a
vibrant arts community, both on campus with primary resources sud1 as the Weatherspoon Art Museum and ArtsLink and within the
greater Greensboro community. The A+ Schools Program works aosely with UNCG faculty and staff to develop innovative arts in

education research projects and programs.

Value Added: Beyond Test Scores
In addition to the usual measures of student achievement and sd1oo1 success (expected Rains in test scores, student and tead1er

The A+ Schools Program enabled schools to use the arts to 're-form' their approach to 'doing the business of sd1oo1s'-educating
d1i1dren. The evaluators found that A+ Sd1oo1s were able to respond to accountability standards in both effective and creative

12/7/2005
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ways, meeting standards in North Carolina's high-stakes testing program and developing a smool identity around the arts by deeply
integrating the arts into the curriculum.

,n81 Recognition
~ A+ Smools Program is now nationally recognized as an effective, researm.,based strategy for sustainable school reform and

has partnerships and contracts with other stat& initiatives to assist in establishing statewide and regional A+ Schools networks.

The A+ Sd\OOls Program has been recognized across North Carolina and cited extensively as an exemplary program in the North
Carolina Department of Public Insb'uction publication, A Balanced Cumculum,
(b~://www.ncpyblicschQQlMr9/9-ocs/curriculum/balancedclLrrj~ulurn.RdO, and nationally as an effective, research-based strategy
for suStainable sdtool reform-Critical Unks: Learning in the Arls and Student Academic end Social Development, 2002 (Arts
Education Partnership tlttR;!~~-W.,.QIgl) and Putting the Arls in the Pictu19: Reframing Education in the 21 st Century (Center for
Arts Policy at Columbia College Chicago httR:llarts~ligy.colum.eduD.

The A+ Schools Program continues to provide consultation services and professional development to sd\ools, school districts and
states, and to maintain partnerships with other states.

More Infonnatlon Available
For additional information about the A+ Schools Program, or to order copies of the research reports please email at
ap)ys@unG9-~U or call the A+ Schools Program office at 336.334.3103.

-
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James Boord, Supervisor of Music
Harford County Public Schools

Assisted by
Michael Mark

Spectrum Associates Inc.

August 2004
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Reading Achievement of Instrumental Music Students and
Non-Instrumental Music Students in Six Harford County
Elementary Schools

James Boord, Supervisor of Music
August 2004

Reason for the Study
Numerous studies have indicated that elementary school students who are involved in
school music education perform as well as or better than students who are not involved.
These studies, however, reflect schools in a variety of locations and are not necessarily
reflective of Harford County students. I was especially interested to learn whether the
Lexile averages of 4th and 5th grade instrumental music students who are "pullouts," those
who leave their classes for music lessons, growth rates are different from those students
who do not take instrumental music.

Nature of the Study
To determine whether the studies reflect Harford County schools, I conducted a study to
compare Lexile levels of instrumental music students with those of students who do not
take instrumental music. The study was done in six Harford County elementary schools,
three of which are Title I schools. Each has at least two 30 minute pullouts per week. The
study, which covered students from the end of the 3rd grade to the end of the 5th grade,
documents reading achievemen

--~t thatis used by the Harford County Public Schools. I
-chose the SRI because of its clear and easily understood definitions. The Lexile
framework allows for students' reading skill to be reported in terms of the difficulty level
of the text they are able to read. Lexile desc~bes both the skill of~e student and
difficulty of the

scores
Individual schools and by participating schools.were

The Schools Involved in the Study
One school was targeted in the first year of this study, 200 1-2002. The Director of
Elementary Education, concerned about the school's perfonnance on the state testing
programs, suggested that instrumental music might help increase student reading scores.
The principal identified struggling students and purchased instruments for those who
desired them. The next year, 2002-2003, the instrumental music program at that school
expanded from 24% to 53% of 4th and 5th grade students. After that, five additional
schools were selected at random to participate, with the requirement that three Title I
schools were to be included among the six.
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School Profiles
HCPS I is a Non-Title I school; enrollment is 841; average class size 21.6; 12% African
American, 3% Hispanic, 3% Asian, 1 % Am. Indian/Aleutian Native, 81 % White. 40% of
professional staff has a Master's Degree and 19% have a Master's +30.

HCPS 2 is a Title 1 school; enrollment 509; average class size 20.7; 35% African
American, 6% Hispanic, 3% Asian, 1 % Am. Indian/Aleutian Native, 55% White. 57% of
professional staffhas a Master's Degree and 11 % have a Master's +30.

HCPS 3 is a Non-Title 1 schoQI; enrQlhn~t,534;3Yerage class size 21; 5% African
American, 4% Hispanic, 3% Asian, 1 % Am. Indian! Aleutian Native, 87% White. 50% of
professional staffhas a Master's Degree and 12% have a Master's +30.

HCPS 4 is a Title 1 school; control group; enrollment 363; average class size 20; 52%
African American, 4% Hispanic, 2% Asian, 1 % Am. Indian/Aleutian Native, 41 % White.
49% of professional staffhas a Master's Degree and 8% have a Master's +30.

HCPS 5 is a Non-Title 1 school; enrollment 455; average class size 21.5; 0.5% African
American, 1 % Hispanic, 1 % Asian, 0% Am. Indian! Aleutian Native, 97.5% White. 46%
of professional staffhas a Master's Degree and 19% have a Master's +30.

HCPS 6 is a Title 1 school; enrollment 575; average class size 21.2; 57% African
American, 5% Hispanic, 1.5% Asian, 1 % Am. Indian! Aleutian Native, 35% White. 38%
of professional staffhas a Master's Degree and 6% have a Master's +30.
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Figure 1 compares Lexile averages for 4th and 5th graders in all six schools.

Figure 1: All Schools' Lexile Averages
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Figure 2 compares the percentages of 4th and 5th grade students in all six schools who are
rated satisfactory in reading.

Figure 2: All Schools' Percentages of
Students Rated Satisfactory
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Figure 3 compares Lexile averages for 4th and 5th grade students in the 3 Title I schools

Figure 3: Title Schools' Lexile Averages
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Figure 4 compares Lexile averages for 4th and 5th grade students in the 3 non-Title I
schools.

Figure 4: Non-Title Schools. Lexile Averages
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Figure 5 compares percentages of 4th and 5th grade students in Advanced and Proficient
reading categories.

Figure 5: Percentages of Students in Advanced
and Proficient Reading Categories

Figure 6: Six schools comparison of Basic 2, Basic 1, and At Risk students

Figure 6: Percentages of Students
in Basic and At Risk Categories
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Conclusions

The Lexile scores of instrumental students reflect the schools they attend. The
yearly gains of these students are parallel to those of non-instrumental students.

2. The percentage of instrumental students who move from the Proficient levels to
the Advanced reading level is higher than that of non-instrumental students.

3. The percentage of instrumental students who move from the Basic and At Risk
levels is also higher than that of non-instrumental students.

This study demonstrates that the "Pullout Instrumental Music Program" has no
negative effect on the reading scores of participating students.
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Foreword

In its 1997 report. Priorities fa Arts Education Research. the Arts Education Part~ip's Task Face on Research
recommended the creation of this Compendium. The Task Fcxce applauded the National Endowment fa the Arts
(NEA). In collaboration with the U.S. Depovtment of Edocation (USED). for commissioning an earlier compendium
(Schools. Communities and the AIts. published in 1995) and urged that periodic SlJrve:ys of recent researd1 be reg-
ularly ~ as a S8Vice to researc~ ~~ ners. and ~icy:-~J!;_~. Both the NEA~~ ~ USEQ~.
eci positively ~~-f8Sk-Fcxce recommendation and awarded funding to the Arts Education ~ip (AEP) to
commission and publish the next compendium. Critical Links: Learning in the Arts and SbJdent AcademIc and
Social Dew/opment is the result.

Through a competitive process. AEP commissioned James S. Catterall of the lmaginatim Group at the University
of California at Los Angeles. Lois Hetland of Project Zero at the HMVard Graduate School of Educatioo. and Ellen
Winner of Project Zero at the Harvard Graduate Sd1oo1 of Educatioo and the Psychology Department at Bostoo
College to assist in the preparation of the document. Their j:X"imary tasks ~ to establish the criteria for the
inclusioo of studies; examine and select recent research in fIVe art form areas: dance. drama. music. visual arts.
and multi-arts; and j:X"epare summaries of the studies. induding comments 00 the contribution of each to the field
of arts education and its irnplk:atlons for future research and/or practice.

In light of available re5OI.I"Ces. a decision had to be made about the focus of the studies to be screened fcx inclu-
sion in this Compendium. namely. to include either studies of the academic and social effects of aI'tS learning
experiences cx studies focused specifically on the arts leaming experiences themselves. The decision. made with
the advice of the Compendium Advisors (listed p. I). was to do the former. in part to identify strong arts educa-
tion research that would make a contribution to the national debate over such issues as how to enable all stu-
dents to reach high levels of academic achievement. h<m to improve overall school perfcxmance. and how to cre-
ate the contexts and climates in schools that are most conducive to learning.

Multiple voices are heard in this Compendium. As Catterall. Hetland. and Winner began their 1MJC1< of summariz-
ing the studies they had selected. the decision was made to engage other reviewers In reading the studies and
adding their comments. The field of education research admits of multiple methods and perspectives. It was felt
important to enrich the Compendium with a variety of viewpoints on the significarx:e of the Included studies.
Consequently. each study summary includes comments by two re~ Initials identify the commentators on
each study.

Subsequent to the completion of the summaries. essayists were commissioned to examine the !1"OUP of sum-
maries In each art form and to give theW" views on the implications of that collective bOdy of wa1<. T~ essays
appear at the end of each art form section. Because ~ the centrality to the Compendium of the Issue of transfer
of learning. James Catterall. with assistance from Terry Bake- of the Center for Chll<*"en and TectV1ology of the
Education Development Cente-. was invited to address the topic in an additional essay in the Compendium.

Compendia attempt to capture the best WOI1< being done at a perk>d in time. We believe this volume has done
so. We believe it offers a rich look backward and valuable guidance on future directions for arts education
research. And it provides important insights into curriculum designs and instructional practices that will enhance
the quality and impact of student learning in the arts.

The Arts Education Partnership lrges edLK:ation decision makers to attend to these lessons. And we urge private
and public funding agencies to make substantial investments in further research that builds on the studies and
essays included in this volume.
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Introduction
Themes and Variations: Future Directions for Arts Education Research and Practice
Richard J. Deasy

A purpose or this Compendium is to recommend to resea'Chefs and funders of research ~ising lines of Inquiry
~_~dy~~ed by recent. ~~~qf~ ~emic and ~~I~~~ of leami~ in th~~. A parall~1
pl.l"pose is to J:rovide designers of arts education c~lum and instruction with insights found in the research that
suggest strategies for deepening the arts learning experiences that are required to achieve ttK>se effects.

Rob Horowitz and Jaci Webb-Dempsey in their 0VeIView essay on multi-arts stooies make a comment that is true
of the volume as a whole: "The selection. . . is dlva-se, b<Xh in tems of the arts learning experiences the studies
describe and the particultY"ities of the researt:h they relXrt" So the.. advice to the readers of their essay is good
guidance to all: treat the Compendium as a body of wat< to be explored and mined for commonalities as well as
particularities. themes and variations. The insights Me layered.

Particularities lie in each 0( the 62 studies and are probed by the summaries and commentaries written by the
contributing reviewers. Five essays then trace common threads found in the goup 0( studies within dance.
drama, music. visual cwts, or multi-arts. A reader will want to do the same.

A reader also will want to set the essays themselves side by side to seard1 fa patterns of analysis and argument.
For instance. all of the essayists urge that future resean:h define with greater depth. richness. and specifK:ity the
nature of the arts learning experience itself and its companion. the arts teaching experience. They agree that the
Compendium studies &Jggest that well-craft;ed arts experiences produce positive academic and social effects. but
they loog fa more researd1 that reveals the unique and j:x'ecise aspects of the arts teaching and leaming that do
so. Currk:ulum. .,stnx:tion. and professional development ~Id benefit greatly from St.K:h claifications.

In his essay on "transfer," James Catterall echoes his colleagues in arguing for a more complete approach to the
question of how learning in the arts "transfers" to learning and behavior in other academk". and social contexts.
While "transfer" is often construed to be a one-way effect in which learning in one domain (e.g.. music) causes
an effect in another (e.g.. spatial reasoning). Catterall reftects the sentiment shared by other essayists in urging
resean::hers to adopt and pursue the more plausible and educationally useful view that transfer involves recIpro-
cal processes involving multiple interactions among domains and disciplines. He also eml:x-aces the perspective
recently espoused by John Bransford and Daniel Schwartz that the effects of these interactions perhaps can be
known only over time.1 Longitudinal studies are more likely to reveal the effects of learning across domains and
situations than are single snapshots. however empirical and controlled these latter may be.

The essayists also share the view that research is but one fam of "usable kn<:1NIedge" that decision makers should
call on as part ofa repertoiJ"e that includes infamation drawn from direct experiellCe validated by successful prac-
tice. Horowitz and Webb-Dempsey say: .. Administrators and policy-makers can be sec~ in supporting arts J:X"O-
grams based on the evidence presented (in the multi-arts studies)." ~ might add: . and use the studies to

examine. challenge. or confirm the views they have developed througtl the.. daily MJI'k in schools and classrooms."
Good decisions emerge from the interactions among research. practice. and reftectim.

The essayists and the commentators on individual studies find support in the body of work in the Compendium
for the role of arts learning in assisting in the development of critical academic skills. basic and advanced litera-
cy and numeracy among them. They also offer suggestions. based on the studies. for restructuring curricula and
instructional ~ctices. For instance. Catterall and oth~ commentators powerfully detail the use of drama in the
~hool and early grades as a technique for teaching and motivating children to develop higher-order lan-
guage and literacy skills. Intriguingly. Larry Scripp in his essay and in several commentaries on music studies
explores how the skills of learning music relate to comparable skills in language use. both in English and. in a spe-
cific study. French. And Karer1 Bradley. Catterall. and Scripp each discuss studies where linking writing exercises
and 8I"tS -experiences yields deeper and more complex understandings and articulations by students.JII.



The interrelationships between leaming in certain forms 01 music instruction and the development of cognitive
skills such as spatial reasoning appear incontroveltible in light 018 number of studies in the Compendium. But
once again Scripp in his essay urges researchers and practitioners to probe deeply into the particularities of these
relationships and argues strongly ror the development or new forlT5 of musk: instruction that he feels will advance
at one and the same time both music and related learning.

Anothe" fruitful line of future inquiry would be to build on the studies and the suggestions of commentatas and
essa.)ists to clarify the habits of mind. social competencies. and personal dispositions that are inhererw. to a1S 1eMn-
i1g and to explae the application of these qualities in other realms of learning and life. Haowitz and Webb-
Dempsey most directly address this issue n their multi-arts essay. but viW'iations on the theme can be found W1 all
laye-s of the Compendium. In part this is a matter. they say. of continuing to OOwiop "better and more aeative
researct1 ~" that probe the complexity of the arts learning experience. and also take into accot.W1t the contexts
~-~id1 the Ielrning 0CaJrs. More ~1y-~~_g~~I.lWtive studles-CQmpar~~~.t:QrnwJY of those in thiS
Compendium-are the necessay prelude to darifying the questions and directions for subsequent inquiry. includ-
ing controlled experimental studies. But at issue as well. Md ~lllIustrated in the CompenclkJm corrmentarles and
essays. is the need for a lexicon of descriptive terms that authentically capture the arts I~lng experience \IA111e at
that same time suggesting an array of interactions with other realms of learning and life-a lexk:m that may bIUt1t
the debate between "intrinsk" and "Instrumental" arts learning. For instance. i1divldual studies Inv()ke terms SI.x:h
as "theorizing" (dewloping theories to predict the CCInSequerK:eS of actia1S); "persistence ood resilience" (the
capacity to sustain focused attentloo and to surmour1: distractions. setbacj(s, or frustratial). and "respect for autten-
tk: 8cI'1ievement" to desaibe fundamerul8SpEK:ts of a1S learning and art making. Te-rns SLK:h as these ~ us
to explore the Interrelat~ps between these abilities and attitudes as they are broug,t into play or produced In
the context of arts leaming and in ~er academk:. perwnal. and sodal contexts and situations. So the term "the0-
rizing" may comprise a . constellatlm" of mental processes that are cultiVated and strengthened by applk:atOO in

disparate cootexts induding the arts. The essays urge us to explore that possibility.

Bradley. Catterall. arK! Baker in thei" separate essays on dalCe. drama. arK! visual arts. also ~ ~ on thei"
minds. specifically the lack of consisterx:y of usage within the CIt tams. Bradley in her ~ on the studies d ~
argues. "a COrTV'non language fran daf"K:.e theory is critical to the futl.e riga and ~ of ~ r~. .. TOO
gammar of rTK)IIement is inherent in darK:e style arK! tedY1Ique, . I:xJt ve"baI expressions of this gamma- need to 00

codified arK! used to urK!ergird both instructional practk:e and reseam. Ha- carK!k1ate fcx a useful ~ is Laban
Movement Analysis. Similarly. Catterallll-geS researchB"S arK! pra~ ef1g8ged with drama arK! theater to agree
on a basK: set of terms; he offB"S some potOOtial definitions. Bake- tackles the vexing question of how "CIt" itself
5h<XJkj 00 defined and urges resea-chers to at least adopt and articulate an operatk>nal defl1ition in their sWdies.

Given their perspective that learning in the arts-and its relationship to other learning-is complex and interac-
tive. the essayists also argue strongly. even passionately. for the development and acceptaoce of forms of assess-
ing teaching and learning that respect and reveal that complexity. They repeatedly make the point that knowing
the fuN range of effects of arts learning requires assessment instruments that can validly and reliably identify and
measure the outcomes of arts instruction. Discerning the impact of that learning in other domains requires instru-
ments other than the currently available tests of reading and math achievement. The argument is not just that
these tests are not sensitive to the effects of arts learning. but that they also are not adequate to assess the com-
plexity of language and mathematicalleaming themselves. which. the essayists contend. are interwoven with the
cognitive and affective processes of other domains. including the arts. They l6ge the development of new forms
of assessment In all domains. Current forms. which assess only a limited range of content and skill. may divert cur-
riculum and instruction away from more authentic and enriching learning.

Catterall makes a related argument that the technology of ad1ievement assessment current in educatim. large-
ly centered on reading and mathematics. also defines the educational reseBCh agenda and studies that are pub-
lished. Among the effects. he argues. is a concentration of studies-in the arts and other domains-on young
children in the elementary grades \'A1ere data from standardized tests are most readily available. A corollary is that
researchers and evaluators of the arts feel compelled to use these instruments and data. \'A1ich have profession-
al standing. to determine the impact of the arts-a severe limitation on arts edLK:ation research of the kind advo-
cated by the essayists.

With these views and perspectives. the essayists place themselves-and the arts-frmly within c~nt discus-
sions and debates about the education policies and rxactices that will best bring about school reform and
improvement and high achievement for students. They make a strong case for the importance of arts IeNnlng.
And they lI'ge their colleagues in arts research and education to strengthen the.. contributions to these discus-
sions by follO'Mng leads and implications found in this Compendium.

., .
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WTHODS
The aultlQIS claIm 81) exhaUSlive ~trch 01 computer databases, reffJretlCes In ItleralLKe, rocommenflBlIOl1S 'rom Pflt~y r{!S()arr.hc.'fs. and

searches through identified journals resulted in 3.714 potentially rclcvalU studies. From thesc. tOO auttv:.s ~lected s("YQf1 studlCS that
could 00 examined using their meta-analytical tectmiqUtl. T~ ~ected had quantified outcomes In the are.' of dance itnd CQ!:Irlition,

u'ied Control groups, and were conducted on non-lmpatred ~laliQ(ls All 0( the sei(!(:ted stA.ldies Wt!fe llnpublished. Eilmll1atod wore

those stud~ lhal were prlmCIrily deemed lO be artICles 01 advocacy. lhose arlicles I!\at wefe leacher testlrl1OnW:.~. StudIes In wh1Ch studentS

self-:;Olected fcx dance. any studies that were deemed co-relational, and t~ studies w~ outcomes were affective cx physioIoglCiit.
A first and second coder read the seYef1 stlldles. WIth a resulting 12 percent rate 0( dIsagreement on 100 c:.oding decisions Any cod-

ing dlsageements were subsequently resoived and were coded as to: Year of PubllCatlonlOJtiet. OJtcome. Sample Size, Design. Type of
Dance IrlStructoon, Type or ControllnstructlOl1, Duration. Intensity. Panicipanl Age, and Pwticipant Characteristics. The SlLxties were ana.
Iyzcd wIthin the two categorIes of ReadIng Abllitlcs and Non-Verbaj Reasoning- ~ stUdy (Von RosstIurg-Gempton, 1998) testcd two

populations (serncx cltilens and young children;. and so errecls were calculated for each population tested The meta-analysis confiated
lhe ractors !!CfOSS tM lour studies in each category. with a resulting atrlty of statistics thaI are extensive but ultImately untnfcxmative.-K,B.

R£SULTS
The mel8.anal~s of the four studies reponing reading OlAcomes f~ a small -age effect. which irK:reesed (dolbledl when -'ght.

ed by sample size. larger sample sizes produced ~ positil/e COIrelati(M1S H<MeYer. the range of bIXh effect si2es and the varied tests
for sigruficance (!here were~) on such a small number of sample Sl7es prOVided the au!hcxs with the argument for a week effect over.
all The heterogeneity of the studies weakens the validity and reliability of the meta-analYSIS

The meta-analysi> of the cOhort of three studies reporting nonverbal rea5Ontng effects f~ a much dearer POSItIVe correjation

between dark:e expen~es and r1or1IIefblll reasonIng skills The studies reportIng nonverbal effects were more h(Xmgeneou~ than the
If-.adl"9 stUdies They yielded II greater degree or reliability and validity (I ~ 17, thfee mofe studies reqUiled to ~i'l9 r~lts to SlQniric.&1Ce).

Discll$SIon Of th() resu~ iockJdes the aut~ llnderstanding that fulurc dancc studies In whtch cognit~ OlAC0mc5 81'{: part <X the
dcsired effect should bc more rlgorQJS. stK)Ufd bc sct ~ lO preclude teadlel' expectarx;y effects, sh(XJId separate olK motiYeti<x1al facc

lors.. and ~ild be at it 'f.4Jificient sample SiLe.-KB

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD COMMENTARY

The study is a meta-analysis of seven research projects in
dance. The studies span a period of 26 years and vary
greatly in sample size. measurement techniques. and
dance activities applied as variables.

The use of meta-analysis on a mere seven studies. and
the fact that these studies were found in what is described
as an exhaustive search of eight databases. journals. bibli-
ographies. and requests to researchers. indicates that the
authors believe that research in dance education is in its
infancy. Research studies that utilized anecdotal reports or
in which students self-selected for dance were eliminated.
Recommendations are made for more studies. more empir-
ical studies. and a more uniform use of quantitative
research methodology across all studies in the future.

This is the first meta-analysis of the dance education field.
In that Its main contribution to the field is that it highli~
the limits of meta-analysis on such a smali sample size.-K.B.

Of the seven studies included In this meta-analysis four
examined the effect of dance instruction on reading skills
and three on nonverbal reasoning. However. the small num-
ber of studies. the variation in dance instruction in each
study. and the large gap between early and later studies (16
to 18 years) make it diffK:U1t to draw any significant conclu-
sions. This temporal gap is especially warisome in light of
the positive results for the two more recent studies in read-
ing effects (Seham 1997 and Rose 1999); these positive
results disappear in the meta-analysis discussion.

Statistical analysis were used to determine the size of
the effect as well as whether the effect was positive. null. or
negative. Meta-analysis can be more useful than a mere
electoral approach (i.e.. simply counting up the number of
studies with a positive effect. a null effect. or a negative
effect) because sample size can be accounted for in deter-
mining the probability level for a particular effect. The prob-



types of experiences and drawing conclusions about over-
all effects on reading scores.-K.B.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

The value of this MX"k is its careful and comprehensive
review of the entire research field (including published and
unpublished MX"k). urK:Overing 3.714 studies that investi-
gated the effects of dance on student leamlng in non-
dance areas,

The research used a widely accepted technique. meta-
analysis. allowing the autha'S to assess the aggregate con-
tribution of multiple studies that employed a range of stu-
dent reading and ~jng~p~,~ well as variedsta-

tlsticaltechniques.
The most important contritxJtion, beyond the fact that

this is the fIrSt systematic review across all the research on
this topic, is simply that only a handful of studies met the
researchers' standards for acceptable scientifIC rigor, The
clear message is that the field needs more research.-B. w:

lem with meta-analysis is that the conflation of numbers
ceases to be useful when comparing different types of
experiences and variables, especially in small numbers of
studies. And, in the end, we only know that any numbers
are highly questionable. Guidance for dance educators and
researchers is difficult to elicit from such a meta-analysis.
Within the meta-analysis, the authors criticize studies where
there has been an overt facilitation of transfs-ability by a
teacher. The authors ascribe to the belief that if teachers
know they are trying to Improve reading skills through
dance, causality cannot be proven since the teachers may
be "signaling" the desired results to the students. Yet good
teaching is often about clearly signaling the direction of the
~~~.Ju~ ~~!1_~~~~~n~~~~~it~ .i!:)the
meta-analysis discussion as a reason why positive results
were suspicious in the Rose study (1999). "... (T]he teachers
of the dance group were aware of the hy~S that
dance should improve reading. Toos, those teachers may
have taught reading in a more enthusiastic and engaging
manner than those teaching the control group." (Keinanen
et al., p. 300)

But a more major concern with the meta-analysis, as with
a number of other studies in this Compendium, is the fail-
ure to distinguish the content of the variable n dance
instruction." In the seven studies that met the authors' test
for inclusion, the type of instruction was defined under one
of three categories: (1) instrumental dance instruction (mak-
ing letts-shapes with one's bod~ etc.), (2) aeative dance
instruction (problem-solving, divergent-thinking experi-
ences), and (3) traditional dance instrlx:tion (technique
class). But that categorization is not meaningful to dance
education resean:hers because often the instrumental use
of dance activities is indistinguishable from creative dance
instruction. Studies are needed that examine the effects of
each of the experiences ioos-ent in dance (technique,
improvisation, performance, and composition) and also the
interrelationship among their effects. The selection of Stud-
ies for the meta-analysis does not provide a complete pic-
ture of the range of dance instruction and experiences.
whid1 would be needed to draw conclusions alX>ut the aca-
demic and social effects of dance.

Dance education researchers differentiate among expe-
riences in performance, composition, improvisation, and
technique. In one study cited (Seham 1997), students at the
National Dance Institute (Jacques O'Amboise's school)
imp-oved significantly on all scores for cognitive learning
against a control group that received no special program.
but it is unclea- whether the dance classes affected overall
concentration and focus as opposed to affecting reading
scores. The positive influence of dance technique classes
on learning across the board leads the auth<X"s to criticize
the research rather than encouraging a closer look into the
instrumental espec~ of a dance technique pI"Ogam.
Intensive study in the discipline of dance might lead to
increased focus and concentration. and that would be high-
ly instrumental. The error belongs both to the author of the
original study (Seham 1997). because the content of the
classes was not cle8rly defined, and to the use of the data
within the original study by Keinanen et al. because the
meta-analysis is comparing what may be vastly different

COMMENTARY
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The researchers found only four studies meeting their strict
standards of scc.eptable research that investigated the rela-
tionship between dance instruction and reading skills and
tlYee studies that assessed reasoning skills. The famer
gaJp of foor studies included a total sample of only 527
students while the latter group of three studies involved
only 188 students. So. in almost 50 years of resea'ch only
715 students have been exposed to carefully designed
experimental treatments on the learning effects of dance.
One obvious response is to decry the lack of controlled
research in this field. It is also not unreasonable to argue
that such a small sample hardly qualifies fa slx:h sophisti-
cated quantitative analysis.

The more appropriate pomt is. perhaps. that the med-
ical/agricultural model upon whk:h these standards fa
meta-analysis cw-e derived is not necessarily the best one
from which to
theunderstan led "...a more major concern with the meta

camp x

endeavor of
education or analysIs...
more specifI-
cally dance
education.
The varied
contexts in which instruction is delivered. even from class-
room to classroom in the same building, make it difficult to
meaningfully transfer Sl.K:Cesses in controlled experimental
settings to messy classrooms.

While it is impatant to understand the value that dance
can add to students' cognitive skills, It isjust as important (if
not more so) to know the how and why dance contributes
to leaming, as well as the organizational and instructional
conditions that allow arts learning to help students become
more successful students. Thus. the 3,714 studies should
also be mined to leam what the many qualitative studies
can add to these important questions.-B. W.

is the failure to distinguish the

content of the variable' dance inst'ructior



WTHOOS
Sever)ly-ei9hl SfNenth-grade gIrls WltholA ~vious (Ia~e eK~1eI'.:e L()Qk 4S-mlRJle c~ In CI(~ creative in = 38) or traditIOnal (n ;

38) dal"K:e tWIce a Y«JCk lor ej~ ~ (total of 15 sessIons). Groups were intact classes from Of!(! nciglDorhOCod middle sctDOl(teero.

geneous SES) In Seoul. Krxea.
The programs Me descrIbed 111 detail In the texl and in appendices. ThetradlLlOnaI prog-am was ~ Il1tlYee I~-WE.oeII blocks 01

rrM)(jern. ballet. and Korean tradlt,()(J8i dance by teachers Y.ilO selected the style. aM who deSig~ anc:llaug~ the segments consecu-

tively. The creatIve p-ogram was deslg~ anc:l taught by the researc~ for all 15 seSSIOnS.
The study emplOyed a qlJaSl-6Kpe1"Irne.-.ai. pre- and post-test, ')()neQlllVaienl corwroi goup design The Torra~e Test ~ Creative

ThitJ(ii1g (TTCl) Figural Forms A~ B (COUnlerbalanced by 9~ anc:I test administration) --e used as pre- ~ post-teslS for creative

thinking. Raven's Stanc:lMd Progressive MatriCes were used as p-e- iY1d posr-tests Irx critical thInking. The testS were selected lor their high

~Iiabilities. long histories. and nonverbal forms (to~ch the oomIerbal dance medium). TestS were administered by trained proctors blind
to group and hypotheSIS anc:l scrxect by a psychologist In addition stud~s responded to a pre-course interview and on three written

refiectlorlS after the fifth. 1()". and laSt class sessIOnS. CAJalitatlVe data were analyzed by p-ocedures ~tlif1ed by Miles aool-klbefman,
Wellec and Romey. aoo Yin, i~l\Jding creating data arrays. constructing categorical matrices, makIng flow dIarts 01 rellM-lonships. con-

structing frequency distributions, and orderIng dIM-a chr~jcally.
AnalYSIS of quantitatiw results ~ a5SlNr1ptions and ~ ~ l tests on gCMn scores (post-test - rxe-test) eOO

ANCOVAs lcovarying pre-test scores!. Bonferronl adjust~ts were made to control Type I errors li.e.. moneously finding a positNe

effect). &rid alpha level was set at P " .01 Clear tables ~ descrIptive and IrYere.-1ai data. and teKt reports exact !S and ps frx some
c~i5ans. although ~ tor non-significant ones Iwhlch are imlXWtar-. s;occ p ~ .02. a high probabilltV; is a very different ftOOlng from
p ~ 49, which IS a probability essentlall.Y equIValent to cha~e).-L.H

RESUlTS
Of four hypotheses. tIYee were supported by ttIe ~ive onalYSiS (1) subjects in traditional d~e InStruction did not n8e ~i.

cant gains in creatIVe cx critiCal thiI1iI!ng. (2) sJbjects In creative daoce did make signi~gai~ in Cteatjve and crltlc8l thinking, ~ (3)
~ects In creative dance had SIgn4~ geMer gaInS In creative thinking than subjects ,"tradiliOllal daoce. The fQ.R'th ~ -
not ~(.'<\: (4) 5Ubjects ,"creatIVe dance did not gatn signiflCBn(JY ITWJfe in critICal thirlklng than ~ts '" traditional daoce in5trlJC.
tlon. However. the treno '" critical thinking WBStCNVard the creatlWgroup (Creative Mean gaon ~ 2.02: Traditional Mean gain ~ .97, ~Iv.
alent to a modCI'ate effect size a r ~ .21. equiValent to d ~ 42) Tt..Js. whIle the ~~ - not supportcd. the creative d81Ce ~-
gram did enhance subjects abilities to think critically to a ~ate degree.

The qualitative analYSis demonstrated that students' assumptiOns about ~ d\8I'Iged. depending on the type of dance InstruCl~

they experIenced. This suggests tOO Importance a program type and quality, because these factOC's affect le&mIrIg Tt..Js. <JectSj(X1S ~t

program goals"eed to be made c.arefully to SlJpPOft the Interldcd aims of the ~og-am.-LH.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD creative thinking afld not in critical thinking skills.
()Jalitatille analysis proIIided inslg~ into students' per-

ceptions of the.. dana! experierw:;es. Stud~ts in the creative
dance instruction saw dance as requiring thought. intelli-
~. and P"O~em-soMng and as related to everyday life,
while those in trad~ instruction made none of these
connections and saw dance as a means to a beautiful body
and health.-L.H.

This study combines rigorous qU8f1titative and qualitative
methods to explore a relatively unstUdied and important
question about transfer from dance instruction to hig,er-
order thinking skills.

Quantitative analysis showed gains on four components
of creative thinking (originality. elaboration. flexibility. and
fluency) for suQjects in creative dance instruction. These
same students did not improve in critical thinking from pre-
to post-test (but see Results section). A control goup who
studied traditional dance (modem. ballet. and KOfean tra-
ditional) made gains only in the ftfluency" component of

COMMENTARY

This study suggests that when dance is taught as creative
problem-solving. students' creative thinking skills improve.



COMMENTARYWhen It is taught as a series of steps to be replicated. cre-
ative thinking skills do not develop. In other words. the type
of dance instruction appears to affect both what is learned
In dance and what transfers to higher-level thinking,

Future research should compare ~ms of creative
dance in which one group receives a p-ogram focused on
creative problem-solving, similar to the program described
here. and another employs creative p-oblem-solving with
the addition of deliberate bridging to the critical thinking
used in a target subject,

This study would be an excellent model to replicate
because of its rigor. focus on higher-order thinking. and
clear reporting (numerous descriptions and appendices
_g'!erdetails about programs. methods.. an~ data)..
Replicating within the United States would be Informative.
especially with subjects of various ages and abilities (gifted
in dance. gifted in academics. at risk. or behaviorally disor-
dered), Varying subjects' ethnicity and socia-economic
backgrounds. and matching traditional dance forms to sub-
jects' cultural backgrounds. would also provk1e useful infor-
rnation,-L,H,
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The study is vastly comprehensive, irx:ludilQ a fairly complete
review of the Iita"attre of the early theorists in darx:e 001£8-
tion from Laban to M~y to Mettle- to Fleming to ~I to
Anne Green Gilbert. BlK the aL.tha" does not recog1ize the
relatiooships of some of the thecXists to Laban-pa1k:u&1y
~I, Boaman, and Preston-Dl.nk)p. The ald1Cr does rot
~e into acCCMJnt that these apJ:road1es ae based on Laban's
thecxies and that laban's thecxies permeate many of the
otheI" approaches as weN. Theefore, ~iIe the review of the
Iita-ature is b-oad, it is not ~ed into any meta-ttEay of
creative darce. The authcM" does not discuss h<7N these the0-
ries infamed her ~ aeative darx:e CIaS5eS (described later
in the study), ncx- does st1e distinguish ~ teactle--cen-
t9"ed and ch~ awoaches ~ ~tive darx:e. She
assu~ that all ~tiw darK:e a~ m-e chlld-cen-
tfYed, which is n<X nocessm-ily the case.

Both quantitative and qualitatiw analyses of data provide
a complete view of what was accomplistM3d over the 15 ses-
sions in creative movement and traditional dance forms. The
results revealed that creative dance classes could indeed fas-
ta- creative thi~ing, ~ not necessarily critkal thinking skills.
The pe-mutatlons of the quantitative analysis are imp-essive,
blot. the qualitatiw analysis actually reveals more specific
infamation about what W<Xi<ed and what didn't V«Jrk ova-
the eight ~. The content of both sets of classes is
scrupulously documented, providing the oppcx'tUnity to
replicate the study in places other than Kaea. with diffe-ent
age groups and utilizing different fams of traditional darx:e.

The author reports the responses of the participants in
tKJnest detail. including the remarks the participants made
about being bored and embarrassed by the creative dance
classes. She goes on to aggegate the responses demon-
strating that ultimately, the creative dance goup had a
more positive and sut:!jective appreciation of dance and the
traditional dance group a more objective and detache.d
view of dance.-K.B.

It is not urW"easonabie that the creative dance classes yield-
ed an increase in creative thinking skills. The long shot was
that creative d8rK:e classes would imp-ove critical thinking
skills. While Kim does not explore the body of literature on
transference of leaming from one modality to another. she
was seduced by the claims that early theorists and scholars
made about the potential for dance to innuence or devel-
op critical thinking skills. These early scholars did not do
rigorous investigation of their claims, but ~e rich and
broad descriptions of \O.t1at it appeared was happening
when dlildren moved creatively. As cognitive science and
the scholarship of teachiogand learning have oocovered
more about the bl'ain, mind. and body connections, the
theorists Kim based her thesis on appeN quaint and naIVe.

Kim also fell into a dichotomy within the field of dance
education that the field needs to n'K>ve beyond. The notion
that traditional, teacher-centered Clance classes will not yield
creative or critical thinking skill development, while creative
Clance (\O.t1id1 is "student-centered") will oong all good
things is a trap. In this study, the traditional Clance group did
increase in one of the four categories of creative thinking
skills: that of fkJency of thinking. There are indications in this
and other studies relating dance to creative thinking skills
that movement or dance akJne may enhance nuency.

The cor1fIation of creative ~d critical thinking p-ocesses
leads h8" to expect that creative Clance expetiences would
enhance both and dance technique classes would enhance
neither. The ~kest part of the stLK1y occurs early in the
dissertation, when she infers that because "thinking always
involves both creative and critical processes," these func-
tions must therefore always work together". However, in test-
ing for the two kinds of thinking, she was compelled to uti-
lize two different pre- and post-tests; suggesting that so far
we haven't figured exactly how the two functions work
together, or even if they do.

It is important to eliminate the dichotomous thinking
about the content of Clance classes and determine \O.t1at
dance technique, dance improvisation, Clance composi-
tion. and dance performance do innuence in regard to cre-
ative and critical thinking skills. One can imagine that com-
posing a Clance piece, refining it. and performing It might
foster more closed-ended cognitive activity than explo-
rative and open-ended improvisation. Kim had the creative
Clance students compose a dance in the last week of the
classes, but there was no time to refine or perform it, mudl
less test for effect.

The age and culture of the students clearly innuenced
the results, something Kim does explore in her paper. The
seventh-graders were shy and withdrawn and therefore ten-
tative about the creative process. Seventh-graders would
bring a particular self -consciousness to any process, no
matter what their culture of OIigin. The whole of respect for
authority that Is more ingrained in Korean culture may have
aided the research. Even though the girls felt comfortable
enough to share their negative feelings with the teacher.
researcher, they were cooperative and willing. One might
imagine different results from a population of ninth-grade
boys or second-grade mixed-gender groups.-K.B.



METHODS
Two ooys partlcipat~od. agcd 7 arxI10 ytWs. The bo~ wen:! selected from a p<X>1 of rIlle children lIVing at a reSIdential tr~~nt t)ome.

SeIe(;uol1 was based on their 00 ~cent particIpation in the ~ogram. T~ bo~' il'Kiivldual diagf'K:1';e$ atd behltviClfai disorders ~

described. IxJI no refererx:es ~ made to the cultural context~ of tOOll f~llies (e.g.. race. ethI'lat~ SES).
1 I~ pr~'3m Integra.ed creative mcwement BOO poetry stImuli, 300 the ~ partICipated in 10. SO-minute ~ons over a period of

10 WOOk!.. SE:o.!.10I1S had a consistent ttwee.part sttuct\Ke, each part of whK:h _s described clearly: (1) an Introduction IJnd WNn'-Up. (2)

moIIementto a poem rthe heart of the 1~1, arxI (3) closure. The ~ and poetry segment involved readi~ t~ poem aloud
lwic(: while the boys read along, the boys creating Inchviduai rnc>Yefner)1 sequences for lilVJS they each 5electcd and then sharing theIr

movement~es By the fourth sess.on, the boys ~wrjttng arxI creating movement for origt~ poetry they "~~y
spoke" and recordcd on cassettes, which W8S lata- ~Ied i~ a b(X)klet fa each child. A behavIOr manag~ rew..-d !.ystem (tOkens)
that wa~ uSl:ld throughout the residential program was also I~ated into the program.

The study de5ign was qualitative. and it was well ~ed. analyzed. and reported
Dala were coilectect and analyTed from four ~

(1) Anecdotal Recordings by two observers. trained ~ to data collectIOn. The observers alternated whICh child they observed for each
~sion They rerorded observatiOns chronologically wilhin ~Ions to capture program Inforrnatioo (~ogression of conterw.) 8I'W:I thechil.

drens behaVlor~ and verballzati~. Observations were summarized Collatxx8tlVely by the principal investigator and ~ ate" each
session and then coded for (a) creatIve behavior (operationaliZed as originality. fluency. and flexibilit~ after Tma~). (b) urexpecteci out.
comes. aoo (c) external factors. Originality = I~mber of movements unique to the individual Fluency = number of movements. FlexIbility
~ number of definite changes in ~nt quality (force. directioo, level. or shape) .

(2) (M)sefVational CheckIStS. Sessions were VIdeotaped. and two observer~ were trained ~ior to VIewing by clarifying definitions and
concept!. and cOOpleting the creativIty checklist (whIch tracked origInality. fjuef"K:Y. aOO fleXibility, as defined above) for a child from tOO

home v.i1O was not one of tl"le two subjects. Each observer.s agreement with the ~jnclpal invesr.lgator ~ r a .85. Ttel the observers com-

pleted clleCklists for eIght (SO percent) r8r'domly selected CM1d ordered sessions of O!'e child. whICh they ~ independently until sat-

isfIed about accuracy
(3) Questionna~. Open.ended questlOlmaires were r.onducled with tour staIf members 8I'Ki tOO t \NO observers. one week
after the study. The questlonnal~ examined four gererat areas: (a) ~ogram ~. (b) learning. (c) behaVior changes. and (d) needed

program Chal'gl;.'S Open-eooed IntefVIeWS with the su~ condtlCted and CM-KJiotapeci by the plncipallnvestlgator 0f"Ie wceK after the
~tU(ty, Included the Sc"1me g_ral ...eas as the questlonnaife (through the question: What does poetry mean to ~?) and an additional
SUpplelT"","ary ,MeR, feelings: (a) ~ feelings aboul poevy hfId changed from beginning to end 01 ~ r;wogram. (b) hOw the boys telt

"OClUt movmg with ott~ children. and (c) what feelings arose wt"ien the boys moved to their favorl~ poem. Data from bol~ sources _0
trallSCr,ood, codcd. at'Ki sumn_lrod by the InvestigatOrs Into the 1000Ir categories plus a 'miS(;~tia~ comments" category for com.

Il~nts that did IlOt otherwise fit

(4) Chlfdren's Original Poems, From the fourth sesSIon on. children created and spontaneously "spot<e" thei.r poems Into an at.x:tiocas.

sette The poems were transcribed intobcX>kletS for each child. They werE: anaIy2ed as "unexpected CXJtcomes" and describedacccxd-
Ing to a~atlv'tv variables. representative topICS, and overall characteristics.

Data sources contnbuled un~ly IJnd illso ~nfQlt;ed ~h otller through triangulation wt1ICh aftOlds Vt.'r1ficatioo dnd clarificatiOn of

l(!SU)ts. AnocdoralrecordS were most helpful in ~ing program outcomes-L.H

RESUlTS
Three general resuilS were repmed to( these two ~ally disordered children: Is) the boys demonstrated all three creatiVIty variables
to varying degrees. (b) growth was both shared andl~ual: both boys g8ined interest in poeuy. one gained social behavior skills the
other gained rrlOlor coordination skills, and (c) both boys ~ the program.

The study gcnerated the fOOndatiOO for testable ~~ (al~ tour dimensioAs) for Mther st\Jdy a thiS re5eafCh question.
(1) Areas of Leamng: (a) Independent ~i~ skills. (b) mOtor ('.oordination. Ic) body and spatlai awareness. (d) vefbaI and physical
exPfession a thoughts and feelings. (e) OOjy kmwiedge. If) -eness a dance elements;



(2) Behavia- Changes: (a) wlllingf1ffi~ \0 pilftlClpate In ~ aclMl~. (b) posIllve grOlIp panlCIJ).'ltion.(c) apprOfXlille parllclpi)lion. (d) ove

comln~ inhil;,'loO1t1 ex"resslon

(3) Program Changes: (a) extend 0VEIf Icx'Iger lIme. (b) iocrease '~e of Loken system. (c) iocrease lln1e for p<~lry wrlli~1 per 5e'
510n. (d) focus mort: (.\1) rell"ctlCm of teeltng!> In boU1 ~ 8n(1 poetry;

(4) Study Design: (al tr1lC'iVICW more frequently ckftlng the pmgrNn lat 1ee5t l~ llmE ) to CIe~~ mist earlIer. (bJ conttnlle lO emphi
."te lieliJllen iJnecdcot;ll records.-LH

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD affective images in the poems written by the ~ boys and
speculate that greater attention on kientifying and applying
feelings to the J:roCe5S of ~ing poetry migt1t extend cre-
ative output. More stud-
ies that address the
.incl~~ of affective "The st~dy_~u9gests that,
variables in cognitive
skill development are
needed. especially in
dance. where the cogni-
tive. affective. and psy-
chomotor domains are development I

so well synthesized. The
aut/'K)rS go on to con-
clude that since one
boy improved nQ'e in
social behavior and the
other in motor coordi-
nation. the union of aeative movement and poetry writing
provided a "stronger fatx'ic" for development. especially for
chilaen of different and challenging learning styles.

The auttM:x's also state that the most useful data for
understanding the outcomes the boys achieved came from
the anocdotal records. The field needs to recognize that
~ analysis may offe- the clearest. depiction of what
cognitive Of' behavia-al changes occur through i~ent
in dance.-K.8.

when

This study Is exemplary in its qualitative methOOs and
rej)CXting. The article describes the program and study
clearly, and it offers both program modifications and
~~t~t~~)~J~~e_~~,__-

The study suggests that. when combined, poetry and
movement may contribute to engagement development
of creativity, and social and/or motor learning in children
with behavioral disorders.-L.H.

combined, poetry and movement

may contribute to engagement,

COMMENTARY of creativity, and

social and/or motor learning in

children with behavioral disorders

r

The study is a model of qualitative wa1(. It affords a fine-
grained analysis of two children by triangulating four
SOll'ces of data fa validity: anecdotal records. obsa'Vation-
al checklists from vkIeotaped sessions. questionnaires and
interviews: and student work (poetry produced by the sub-
jects). The authors report their findings in multiple formats
(text. graphs. lists of hypotheses for future qualitative or
quantitative research). and specify that their results apply
only to these two boys and to future research questions.
The authors are also careful to ensure and assess reliability
and reduce bias by defining tams in measurable ways. by
training ob58vers. by randomizing session selection and
order for coding. and by alte-nating which child is observed
by which observe-s for each session.

Future research should explore the categories defined
as outcomes by this study and replicate its careful metOOds
and judicious reporting.-L.H.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

This case study of two boys is quite complete and revealing
about creative thinking and the particularities of the two
boys' leaming styles. Qualitative data collection is well doc-
umented and supported with citations from previous stud-
ies using similar techniques. Both boys were able to devel-
op a portfolio or poems ~itten from movement. Indicating
that improvisational dance from a linguistic stimulus can
generate original thoughts with a degree or fluency.-K.B.

COMMENTARY

The study adds to the growing body of literature about cre-
ative thinking and what characterizes it. There are specifIC
descriptions of behaviors associated with the creative think-
ing attributes of fluency. flexibility. and originality with both
movement and writing examples

A statement in the Discussion section of the study raises
an aree for fl6ther expla-atioo in the field of dance educa-
tion research. The a~ reflect on the lack of emotional or



METHODS
rvJ<) hundred eighty-sIx high school stIJde s (15 years old. on average) who 'lee avOiled in ~ (experlrmntal grO.lpl and non-dance
(untreated control groop)~ partICipated. Students sludlOO unclcr SIX ~ teadBS inbe9iMlng ald advanced courses for a wldc

r "I,\-J& 1.'1 danc:e forms. Danl;ers participclled for abollt five to eigtlt tK)IJr~ a ~. in and out of !o<"hool. Icw u semeS(e!. ConUt>is atterlded

classes ill buslMSS ~O.I"ing. English. heallh. It\ter~ COrTImUnK:ations. and psYChok)Qy.
ExperllTlentN and ContJoI SUb;IOCtS ~re pre. and poSl-lested In groups on the It\ree pcwts 01 the TOfTanre Te5l of Cr~1IIe Thinking

mcn. F igufal F~m A: picture ~tlOl1. ptcturc ccwnpletion. and crcatiOl1 d rocClg)llablc~. The testIS fairly rCliablo: Inter-ratcr
1t)IOOlllly II" = 66 - I" ~ 99); retest reliability Ir = ro - r ~ 70). TTCT is rxxm-I'efeferK:OO on lIve faclor!i: fltJt!t\Cy (nurrt)ef 01 ideas) original.

ity (~Ity of Ideas). abstr8<'.tne!;.., of lillc,s (ImagtnlltiYe UlJing £hat ClJpl.Ures the essence 01 a drawing), elaborlllOO (detailldenlifK:allon).

and re5J~ to premature clC&Jre (completing fl~ It, nCIIl.SimpiiSlic ways) BecStlSC subjects were 31i519ned random identilicallOn
numbef5 by instrllCtors, responses were &:<Xed blHld by ttIe Irrvesllgata. which IS a ~h of the Sllidy GrCAlp equIValence at pI"(.ktost
was detelmlned by a t test. Repeated ~a$iJfes of ANOVA on change ~ores ~ corr.,uled fa expetime~ vs. COnlrOIS fcr all Sllb-

jects 1YId by school for each or the SIX sctX)Ols. Finally. j:we- and post-test scores _e correlated with four Indices 01 commllment and

experience With dance: previous dance traIning. CUTe,. dance ~on outside of S(;hooi. lOLa! dance experience, and hOll~ dancing

per week-LH8

RESULTS
Elaboralion. Ofiginality. and 8tJStrs:tness at titles cOfTeiated with higher levels of da~e experience (resulls are presented in bar gr~
without specIfic values). It is ~11ng that patterns of effect across tClCta$ at the TTCT are inconsistent. WIth different ~s derJK)rI'

stratlllq sIgnifICant dilterenceslP < 05) foc different creativity fact0f5 The ~reasonably suggests that the varIation may result from

differences In teochers Of in school cullllfes-variables that stKIuld be assessed in fUtile studl~ Although results are compromised by
potential selection bias iand can only 00 generaliLed to high school students who choose dance classes}. there is evlderx:e against an
Interpretation that i1Ighcr crealvity scores resulted because t~ who took da~ started out nQ"e creative: dancers sca-ed Iowa". on
average. on pre-tests for all live creatlVily factorS. T~. It is not likely that the creatlYlty gains re5U1ted from a more creative group in the

dance lreat~nt t:xJt. rather. from the da~e Instruction itsell-LH

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

This study suggests a possible relationship between daoc-
ing and improved ability to consider multiple perspectives.
Sud1 flexible thinking is useful in a range of disciplines.

The study finds that high school students who studied a
Valiety of styles of daoce for a semester scored better than
non-dancers on the elaba"atlon. originality. and abstractness
of titles factors of the Tooaoce Test of Creative Thinking.

This study also models an experimental design that
allows reliable cooclusions about transfer to be drawn.
Experimental designs establish the direction of effect. in
this case. from daoce instruction to the outcome measure
of creative thinking.-L.H.

COMMENTARY

the type ~sured by three factors assessed by the
TOITMtce Test of Creativity; The study thus supplies empirical
supJ)()'t fa a belief that dance teaches divergent thinking.

The study does not assess or assert. however. how like-
ly the dancers would be to use these thinking skills in. fa
example. history or science classes. That is possible. but
not likely. since cognitive transfer 8CI'OSS subjects is difficult
to achieve (see Salomon. G. & Perkins. D. N. [1989). Rocky
roads to transfer: Rethinking mechanisms of a neglected
phenomenon. Educational Psychologist. 24[2). 113-142).
Generally. skills are employed in contexts similar to those
in which they are learned. In this case. the tests were
administered at the start of a daoce dass. which may have
helped subjects use what they had learned in dance more
readily in the testing context than they would in other sub-
jects or classes.

Future research should investigate whether creativity In
specific disciplines (e.g.. science. history) can be fostered
through daoce programs. explore how teacher behaviors

D8nce'S in this study are mae '~ely than students who did
not re:eive dance instruction to employ creative thinking of



affect the aeativity factors enhanced (what makes a quality
dance teacher or experience?). and employ multiple. situ-
ated measures of creativity. rather thanjust paper-and-pen-
cil tests.-L.H.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

The study indicates that dance is a valid way for students to
develop creative thinking skills. especially in the categories
of originality and abstract thinking. The data are well
decOded. and the study is a model for quantitative analysis
in the field.-K.B.

COMMENTARY

This study suggests a possible relationship

between dancing and improved ability to consid.

er multiple perspectives

The dance students studied an array of dance styles and
approaches. Further research needs to tease oot whether
movement improvisation and/or choreogaphy affect cre-
ativity to a greater or lesser degee than a dance techniq~
class. where expectations are much clearer and the teach-
ers directly model outcomes.

Whether dancers can utilize their original and abstract-
thinking skills in other disciplines is an additional area of
exploration for future researchers. Studies such as the
Minton study show a correlation between a variety of dance
activities and some creative thinking skills. but we need to
demonstrate transfe-ability as well as correlation in order to
demonstrate the full value of dance activities. Studies that
also test for skill development of creative thinking skills in
writing and other creative problem-solving disciplines
would be useful. especially if such studies demonstrate
either that dance allows for deeper and more pervasive
learning or that some dance activities are more transferable
than others. -K. B.



METHODS
In 1998-1999, a Basic Reading through ~ (BRD) prog-am was ImplertlerW;ed In tt.-ee Chicago publIC elerJ81tery 5Ct¥:IOis. The goal of

the program was to Inlj:.-ove flrst-grilders' reading ability waugh dance. The program lasted over 20~, Each ~ was led by
ttYee darx:e speCIalists. The heart of each sess.on consisted of teaching students lO physICally represent sounds by making shapes with

theIr bodll:!S to replesentletlers and teller combinations Nine sc~ls seIved as CCXItroI schools. All 12 schools served PfedOIT\ina,.1y
AfrlCan-AmcrICafl povertv-lcvei chik:lfen. A total of 174 BRD children and 1~ cmtrol ~Idren were r.-e. and post-tested in reacting USing

It.e Read America's ~-Graphlx Test The test as~ the ability to recognIze ~JrIdS for letters as well as pho~ ~ntalJOO

ability Too ~udy COfflpNOOgali1 SI:ores In tM BRD ar)(j cooU'oI children over tlvee months.-f.W

RESUl1S
WhIle bOth groups Imp'oved slgrnflCal1tly In reading. t~ In lOO BRD goup Imptoved ~igniflr:..'I1tiy more than t~ In the control gnxAp

on (III nltJaSllfes asses5ed by the readif)Q lest. They imprO'4ed rrw:xe In their ability lo lelale Y«ltten COnsoNtnLS and vowe~ to lhell $(AIIlds.
ar)(j lO Sl)9ITlenl phoIlelTleS from SPf:*en Y«:Jrds. Incilldlng n<Jf1ser'5e words (:ompated to ~ contlul chlktl"").-E. W

reading skills in )()I.I1g d\itaen. Whed1er a ra this activity is
. darx:e. (a matts- danc8s <x:Uld debate). we can coocIOOe

that this activity is M inmvative and enactive way of helping
children mastS' ~nd-symbol relatkx1ships.-E. W

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

This is a well-designed study that shows that a three-month
program in which children learn to physically represent let-
ters with their bodies wms to improve basic reading skills
in these children.-E. W CONTRIBUTIONS TO TJiE FIELD

COMMENTARY

This study offers an innovative way to teach basic readmg
skills to at-risk children. Futll"e research stnJkI examine
~ the same kind of methods can help chiklren ilT1f:.'C1lle
in higher-level reading skills beyond basic decoding. It is
im~ to ~nize that the activities that helped cnldren
to Ie8"n to read \\e'e ones dosely tied to reading: putti1g
ae's body in the shape of letters. This study does not allow
the concIusia1 that dance Ieeds to reading, but rather that
putting ooe's body In the shape of IetteI'S im~ basic

The method used in this study can be easily replicated for

different age groups and more advanced skills-and
should be. The study is rigorous in design. and the results

have validity. Clearly; it demonstrates that movement can

reinforce cognitive skill development-In this case. earty

reading skills. With a sample size of 174 in the expelimen-

tal group and 198 in the control group. the evaluators have

done a great service by demonstrating that quality research

can be done easily and with direct application to the actu-

al ctassroom.

The results should be disseminated wldeiy.-K.B.

This stUdy offer~ an innovative way to teach COMMENTARY

One of the most compelling aspects of the study Is the use
of improvisational movement explttetlon to discover how
sounds can combine Into words. The development of lin-
guistic abilities mirrm the development of dance phrase
making. Therefore. the study reveals that. more than mere-
ly reinfa'Cing letter-shape recognition. dance can help chil-
dren discover the ~music. of language. Both a~ltory and
visual stimuli were used to cue the kinesthetic. Students

FuturEbasic reading skills to at-risk children.

research should examine whether the same kind

of methods can help children Improve in higher

level reading skills beyond basic decoding



learned the shape of letters as well as the sounds of letters
and were able to blend both sounds and letters into mean-
ingful wads. The use of a divergent approach, where chil.
dren have a choice of multiple COfTect solutions. as
opposed to the convergent approach such as a simple imi-
tation of sha~. is an example of the kind of active leaming
that will improve young children's skills. In the study. the
experimental group scored lower on the pre-test, and
therefore came ftrther along using dance movement as the
mOdality for reading skills.-K.B. One of the most compelling aspects of the study

is the use of improvisational movement explo-

ration-to-discover how sounds can combine into

words. The development of linguistic abilities mir

rors the development of dance phrase making.



WTHODS
Sixty 13 to 17. year-old at-risk and incarcerated acIoI~palticlpate<l In 45-mlnutejau and hip-hop daoce classes IIMCe weekly for 10

weeks Eleven college students. all with daoce e~ bt.- 0IVy ~ dance maJQ". engaged In participa~/ooservation resea-ch. They
o~rved da~ed, and intervIewed the teens and (Joduced a "collective meta-ponral\." (one st~S ~nbuted pc.-trail is an appen-

dix). The prl~'pal researchef gathered daU5 weekly from ttYee SOtXce5 prCM:luced by st~ researc~: reflection JOUrnals. In-class dis-

CUSSIOns. and Wl"ltten syntheses but~ng toward 5tudE!nt5. final J)(Xtra!L The pri~lpal researchef summarized and gave examples from
these data sources but dkJ not produce a portrait of the college stu(Ients. T~ the relationship ~ tOO data and ~IusIOns are not

unequilKJCilliy cleal".-L.H.

RESULTS
The first study produced hypotheses about why din:e may be a medium partlCUlNly well Sliited tot~8"ing posItIVe self-percet:xlon arK!

~!al de\le~ fa disenfr8rrl\ised adoIe'3Cents. ~ loclude the InfkJerK:e at teactes and teaching styles gerBally
employed In oooce (charismatic. physically j)(JWerfuI instf\lCt~ IndiVIdualized instruction); the synergy at certain darK:e fams (jazz. hip-
hop) with CUlttXally valued leisure activities: the release at physIcal and psyChoioglC81 stress In whK:h expreSSIon. nOt ConqJesl" IS U1e

actlVItyS goal (in contrast to team spcrts): the IClCUs of InstflICtlCWl on p-CK:tlClng rK)n-IIf19UlstIC bodily expressIOn. which i~ a primay veht-
cle tlYoogh which maladaptive sociai behc)viors ilre CCWlveyed: afXi the need arw:J opportunIty in oooce to exj:Wes5 Indlvi~ity wit~n 8

grOup. whiCh j:#ov1des practice With ISsues central to deveI~ positive ~I identity and adaptability
The second study suggests that the COIYJr~ of ~e.. service lI-oviding data to j:W1SOn oomlnlStratlOn about the d~ lXOQram's

effectiveness). and research (whIctI placed College clMce students in a social/therapeutic context and rcqutred reflectlm abOUt impact
and uses at the dIscipline) is an effective tool for aclvancingcollege st~~' understanding aOOUt hOw dalye can be ~ and hoN reflec-

tlOf\ necessary in the method of POItraiture fOst8"s Iea'ni~-l.H

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

This study used a qualitative methodology (portraiture) to
explore a provocative and under-researched relationship
between arts (dance) and social and community servk:e. Its
goal was to generate a conceptual frame'M)l1<. and poten-
tially testable hypotheses for future research.

The study found that incarcerated and low-income. non-
English-profICient middle scOOol stLKIents reported gains in
confidence. tolerance. and persistence related to daoce
instruction. It resulted in hypotheses that may explain why
dance is particularly well suited to promoting such gains.

The study also found that college student researchers
reported an expanded view of dMlce as a tool for fostering
social values instead of serving solely as a medium for per-
formance or as recreatlon.-l.H.

rrX)dels a way that college teachers might expand their stu-
dents' views of the purposes of their disciplines to inclooe
potential social impact.

FutlI"e research should investigate the hypotheses gen-
erated by this study about dance as an interllention for
juvenile offenders and othe- disenfranchised adolescents.
Such research could be qualitative or quantitative. Studies
might compare the social effects of team sports with jazz
and hip-hop dance instruction, or of different styles of
dance instroction, with each treatment analyzed along the
dimensi<)ns hypothesized by this study. The goup-research
model could be extended to groups of t~ in actIon-

research ~ects.-L.H.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RELD

TtW'ee majOf contributions to the fleld arise from this study:
(1) The methodology used (portralt\.l'e of the irK:arcereted
students by the student-researchers from self-reflective
joumell~. contextualized and framed observations. inter-
views and p-esentations with feedback from the other stu-
dent researchers) is brilliant. rich. and allows the process of
leaming to be revealed in its multifaceted components.

CO~ENTARV

The study focuses on non-traditk>n81 outcomes of dance
instruction. It posits artists 8S social activists and positions
dance as a toot for social interventions. in this case, for at-
risk and Incarcerated adolescents. Its two-level structll"e



(2) The secondary level of the study (the self-renectivejour-
naling by the student researchers) reveals a tool for
expanding students' understanding of the value and range
of the field of dance beyond technical proficiency and per-
formance. Student researchers began to understand haN
dance could be a tool for progressive social and psych0so-
cial groWth

(3) The conclusions by the autha ~ ~found and clearly
make the case for why dance works so well with disadvan-
taged youth, Because she (Ross) had so much rich informa-
tion ~o draw from. there are several stunning insights.
including her statement. "Patience. and sometimes even
c~~passion. can- ~_~al by-products Qfaesthetic
engagement. and new regard for the human body (is what)
dance can introduce,"-K,B,

ttre:best approach this wrlteT has come

across to understanding and unpacking
COMMENTARY

what happens in a dance class
Ross has defined the best app-oach this Wliter has come
across to understanding aOO unpacking what happens in a
dance class. By using self-reflective observations. joumal-
ing. rich discusslm. Interviews. and a consensus-building
approach to drawing conclusions. the author fosters under-
standing of both the value of and the constraints on dance-
informed learning. The study is a model for dance educa-
tion reseaMers. Field observation requires a selection of
stances. which. if their techniques embrace elements from
the value system of the event or culture being studied. can
truly portray the breadth and details of the event.

While the longitudinal value of dance classes for incar-
cerated youth may be diffICUlt to deduce. requiring large
expenditures of energy and time. the fact that several of the
student researchers are continuing their involvement with
the arts and un~ populations means there will be a
small cadre of .. anthropologists. who can continue to

observe. reflect. critique. suggest. and develop prQjects
such as this one in the future.

For the future. dance education researd1ers need to
look at other forms of dance (in this case.jazz and hlp-hop
ere the delivery system for dance technique) and to other
dance experiences such as choreography. improvisation.
and performlng.-K.B.



w:THODS
PartIcipants were healthy. English S~lnq. right-handed females with oormal Of corrected-to-ramal VISIon. Thirteen ~ oovlce dancers
(9- to 1Z-year-olds with two years or less of ballet traIning). 12 y(jUng non-alhleles /9- ID 12-year-oJds with no history 0( I{)IJtlne athletic
training). 16 profesSional-level dancers (aged 18 to 25 wIth at least 10 years of routine balle(. tracnlngJ. am 15 adult oon-att1lete5 {aged 18

to 25 with no hlStOfy of r(XJtlne ath!e(.oc tramingJ. All su~ects were feault~ by posters ~ did not know the purpose of !he study. Dancers

and~~ in e~n age group ~ matd1ed on socio-economic stat1J$.
Sl:bjects completed Ravens Standard ProgeSSive MatriceS (as an i~x 0( gerwalontelligence) and f~f eKperlmentallasks: (1) deci-

SIOns abCMJt biomechanical constraints (e.g.. U If~r rlg1t palm is ~t on your fight knee. y<X.If tromb is on the left SIde of y<xI knee. ") and

mental rotat1on of /2) hands. (3) feet. and (4) cube flgures-L.H

RESULTS
Youn~l daocers made sig~flc:.atllt.Y fewer ~ on the biomechanecai constral~ lasIc.S than their age-m.l4.e non-athletes. No other com-
parl~ns were slgmflC.&rllly dilfererll statistically Ip ~ OS). alltlough lhe trend W3S thaI. dar\Cers perl~med the btome<:hanlcall8sks at1d l8sks

rcquirtl1g rOlatKJf1 Of MOOS and feet laster and more acc:~..ate!y than non-athletes Irllerestlngly. the op~te (thoUgh stilll"X)l1-signiflcant)
trend occurred with mental rotaltOn of objects (cube figLJfes): nof\-d8r\Cers tended to perform ttle!'A! tasks faster 800 more accurately lhan

da~. Ber:al.15e these tasks may IndeX two dilfererll skIlls Ck'neslhetN: versus visual-spatial irlleillgeOCe). aoo because lhe st(W)(jard inlel.

Itgerk:e lest (RaYens) did nol predicl performance level on!he Imagery lasks. the results ~pporllhe Idea of dtSCre!e dl1d specialired cog.

nitivc abIlities (multiple irlleillgellCe theory).-L.H.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD tOO m Slj)ject cheracteristk:s that may obscure any experi-
mettal ~ (3) experimental tasks shouk1 be redesigned to
k>ok more realistk (i.e.. cob ~phs or videos of feet
aoo hands). and (4) task diffICulty stK>uld be made equivalerw.
for tasks using ot?jects or body parts.

Finally. the author suggests reframing the research ques-
tions as . Does motor imagery ability generalize from one

domain to another?" or "Can motor imagery ability be
improved with athletic or cognitive training?"-L.H.

This study demonstrates the complexity of questions about
transfer from arts (e.g.. dance) to non-arts domains (e.g..
mental rotation).

The study found no statistically significant differences
between dancers and non-athletes on motor imagery abil-
ity. In addition. professional-level dancers were not signifi-
cantly better at motor imagery than novice dancers.
However. the effect sizes were positive and of moderate
size. However. a considerably larger sample would be
required to achieve statistical significance.-L.H.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD

Since the entire area of kinesthetic intelligence is under-
explored. especially in terms of the relationship of kines-
thetic intelligence to cognition. this impressive study by an
undergraduate initiates a dialogue that should continue.
The author begins with an excellent discussion of motor
planning and practice and the role of Imagery in the devel-
opment of kinesthesia. She includes interviews with elite
athletes discussing how Imagery makes a significant differ-
ence. su~ectlvely; in performance, Since she uses ballet
dancers as her subjectS for the elite athlete group. the
study makes the case for expanding research in the area of
kinesthetic intelligence to include dancers, Ultimately.
when and If the case is made for the role of kinesthetic

COMMENTARY

This was a rigorous. initial study of a complex and under-
studied research domain-the effect of dance training on
the ability to mentally rotate objects and/or pictures of
body parts (hands and feet).

The author sugge&s that (1) future research should use
larger samples. (2)" , . the entire area of kinesthetic longitudinal experi-

mental. rather then
int.elligence is under-explored..." correlational. designs

would control varia-



intelligence in developing the "whole child," how dance
facilitates the ~ocess should be included.-K,B.

COMMENTARY

The author. in her discussion. divides the tasks (there were
four) into two categories: egocentrk: motor imagery (tasks
one-ttM"ee. \4Ii1ich involved translating written Md visual
depictkJns ct body-part relatiooships to the core ct the
body) and visual-spatial imagery tasks (task four. which
involved a paired depictioo ct a series ct cubes In various
states of rotatioo). There was no real signifw:ant differerce
among the expsimental groups; athletes did not do better
~~n ~-athletes. The author has ~~~derfully r~--
tive insights into wt1y the results were not differentiated. but
misses the most obvious: that the athletes were performing
these tasks at a computer and were disengaged from their
kinesthesis \4Ii1ile performing the tasks. It would be a worthy
study to replicate everything a~ the study bl8. allow the
groups to move before responding. Therefore. the time on
task may v-ay somewhat (and speed was a variable mea-
sured for this study). but results may be more accu-ate.
Ballet dancers learn visually. with some auditory coCM;hing for
phrasing and musicality. but they also leam by "marking"
the movement-dang a kind of scaled-down-and-back ver-
sion of the patterns in their hands and legs.

In addition. modern dancers. particularly modern
dancers who have had exposure to Laban Movement
Analysis or Laban notatioo. or who have studied Laban-
based dance techniques. would make an intriguing su~ect
group for such kinesthetic tasks. Laban's approach to move-
ment develops body-part awareness and spatial acuity
directly. and such analytic skills may test differently from
elite ballet dancers \4Ii10. the author points out. are highly
specialized and "domain-specific." Since Laban's theories
of movement permeate elementary-level creative m0ve-
ment curricula in the United States and Canada. such a
population may provide more useful data for understand-
ing the role that kinesthetic intelligence plays in overall
cognitive abilities.-K.B.



Essay:
Informing and Reforming Dance Education Research

Karen Kohn Bradley

The purpose of research in education is to improve the learning environment. learning processes. and teaching
practices in schools and dassrooms. As examples of how dance might help in these areas. the dance studies col-
lected in this Compendium offer impooant initial insights into the best practices in the field and their effects.
Educational researchers will find these studies a useful step on the longer journey to developing more. better.
and more useful research on dance education. These studies also demonstrate the need for a common language
to describe and analyze dance and its effects.

Dance Education and Transfer to General learning

The seven StUdies in this Compef1dium~ggest what di.:-e-ctions dance researchers should pursue. They also ~
vide imP<X'tant positive indications of exactly what young people leam in dance that relates to skills and attitudes
applicable in other academic settings. Implications for curriculum and instruction are apparent as well.

The most consistent indication across the seven studies is the finding that dance is effective as a means of devel-
oping three aspects of creative thinking: fluency, originality, and abstractness. Mentzer 8. ~I, Minton, and Kim
all had positive correlations with at least one of these three areas of creative thinking. The results suggest that. at
the least, physical activities specifc to dance support development of flUelCY by activety ~ging students. This
is not surprising when one considers that fIuerICy of thinking is es5entially a facility and mobility of mind and
involves the ability of the Student to tlKn kjeas around and look at them from different angles. In dance, the body
does the same thing and reflection on that process is a valuable aspect of dance-making. OIiginality and abstract-
ness, likewise, are valued modes of dance education, especially where imprCNisatlm and composition cw-e taught.

The studies thus suggest that dance instruction may provide a means for developing a range of the creative
thinking aspects of critical thinking skills. More study of programs where creative thinking is valued by the school
and assessed in regular classroom settings will reveal fllther insights into h<7N dance activities support such
development.

The Studies by Ross and Menuer 8. Boswell also provide indications of how students engaged In dance devel-
op and are able to express new insights and interpretations. The t'M> studies probe hC1N moving, and reflecting
on that movement through IM"itlng and drawing, can lead to shifts in how students view dance experier'K:es and
hON students view themselves through dance experiences. Both studies are qualitative analyses. Nevertheless,
~ new insights are observable as behavioral Changes and offer a rich direction for future research.

Ross's study demonstrated the process of journaling as a means of tracking Changes in attitude of college
dance students toward dance education. Her findings shONed thatj~aling and rich discussion can b'oaden
and deepen students' understanding of, and attitude toward, dance as a means of social change. The college
students observed and reftected upon a darlce prog-am held in a juvenile prison facility. Mentzer 8. Boswell's
study demonstrated the effects of a creative movement program on the IM"lting and drawing of t'M> learning-dis-
abled boys. SpecifICally. one ~ers whether the general effects of dance itself, the process of moving, the
thinking/reflection upon moving, or the Wliting/drawingidance-rnaking products are all equally necessary in order
to effect the kind of rich shifts in perception these two studies suggest. Dance, as is suggested about other art
forms in the essays in this Compendium, is In need of research that explains the Interrelation of its specific dimen-
sions as an arts experience and cognitive processes.

The Rose study is a quantitative study that provides a deep and rigorous look at a dance program that strives
to use dance to improve the reading skills of students in three Chicago public elementary schools. The fmdings
showed that the experimental group of first-graders improved significantly In the ttTee areas of reading skills

measured: consonant sounds, v~ sounds, and phoneme seg-
JiRe,Qi~-:;bf,"~," mentation abilities. As dilf'lCult as empirical studies can be to carry

, :,'",:,' out on a public school population and across t'M> disciplines
,. '; (dance and reading. in this case), Rose has established ground-
t7f}ii'i~~1 ! wor1< for additional studies in this area and has provided a basic
~~i!~~~!.W apjXOOCh to experiments that reveal a great deal about how a
'. ',0" "', typical dance program can affect cognitive development.

Proving causality between variables is difficult enough when
those variables are confined to a sterile environment in a petri dish. While we desire predictability in education,
children are complex and slippery learners. In education research, we are trying to understand the underlying
processes of learning. all' goal is not repllcability in the laboratory bUt improvement in the classroom, a differ-
em kind of repllcability. Rose's larger sample size (174 in the experimental !J'OUP and 198 In the control group),
timely pre- and post-testing, and rigorous analysis of test scores provide an integity of process that makes the

t heOr'vi is;'cift it~t;;Wthe;futureTfgora nd'rob ust~~".\"C""';" .., \" c.., ,

ofd:snc~i:e~h



impressive positive outcomes (the experimental group started out tONer in reading skills and finished higher)
exciting and provocative.

Rose. Mentzer & Boswell. and Ross provide important guidance on the future of dance education research and
instruction. All ttV'ee studies view dance experiences as more than
simply learning to dance or learning about dance. Dance is ". .
defined as a full and powerful modality for interacting with the

standIng of how real chIldren learn In real schools. .~~"";iji:!,;",\i"\,;"""";"." ;.;:;:,;,...,;y,,,.,,,,.,, ",..,'-.,

Most of the studies included are instructive in their procedural
ass~mRl;.i~RIJ~do not cleal1ydefinethe specific dance activity un.~ study. Future research needs to delineate
what the dance variable is (technique. improvisation. perform51ce. or choreography). what the intended out-
comes of that specifk: dance experience are (improved critical thinking skills. increased fluency or abstractness of
thinking. better technique. more original choreography. etc.). and hC7N the movements are assessed in relation to
the intended outcomes. The impact of such informed. specifl<:. and rich data on dassroom practice and student
learning would be PaNerful.

"he Need for a Common Language

In order for dance teachers to improve and disseminate their best rnettms and content. even more research and
reflection on effective classroom practice are needed. Both quantitative and qualitative studies should incorpo-
rate dance theory as a way of noting and analyzirlg instructional content and practice and student learning. Dance
theory will fill an important gap visible in this collection of studies. the lad< of a common language by which to
discuss dance and the changes that take place during the course of learning dance.

The use of a common language from dance theory is critical to the future rigor and robustness of dance
research. whether it is empirical or descriptive. Getting at the details of movement change, describing shifts in
attitude and expression. facilitating the expansion of movement vocabulary. and accurate measurement of such
growth are the essence of a sound and useful body of research. The grammar of movement is inherent in dance
style and technique, and various methods of analysis have been devekJped, one of which is Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA). LMA is a system of movement analysis that has been used to document elements of movement
change in athletes, actors. politicians. and in various cultlJ"es, as well as with dancers.

In several of the studies, noting or eliciting spocific components of the movement might have al~ for
more detailed analysis of the learning. The potential of the level of detail LMA ~ could be demonstrated
in studies (e.g.. Rose) where children made letter shapes with their bodies and moved to the sounds of letters in
order to develop early reading skills. By providing language that orients chila-en in space. alk7Ns them to articu-
late (nonverbally) specific ConfigLXations of pathway and line, delineates qualities of movement and sound. and
relates partS to wholes. LMA could provide data not only on whether the children learned their letters and could
form words from them but also on the indMdual approach each child took. Learning styles and the pref8Ted
modalities of each chik! can be noted through the movement observation.

In addition to delineating specific approaches to leaming and providing a means for ~iving the details
of change, users of LMA adopt a particular stance toward analysis of the movement components of an event.
The trained observer notes no more than what has changed in the mover's configurations. Therefore, the analy-
sis and subsequent interpretation of the data reveal what the mover does, not what he/she does not do. LMA
provides a map of the individual child's learning style as well as a way of documenting the evolving content of
the child's learning.

The case study of Mentzer & Boswell. in which two boys were studied for creative thioong growth via creative
movement experiences. couk! be enriched by observation of s~ific movement changes. In addition to the
study's analysis of the poetry they wrote and drawings they made. Skotko could have 00served the movement
changes bOth the "dancers" and "non-athletes" she studied went through to OI'ganize for the motor planning
tasks she analyzed. Dale Rosecouk! have recorded the specific aspects of movement that best reinforce language
acquisition and early reeding skills. And Ross' college students could have v..itten more descriptively and critical-
ly about the dance classes they ~re observing, providing more informed and richer data to track attitude changes

Aligning Curriculum and Instruction in Dance with Research: Implications for Future Research

Beyond the need for a common language to discuss the changes that take place throogh dance, and more and
better research. the dance studies in this Compendium illustrate a need for dance clXrIcula in public sdlOO4s to



reflect current research so that educators and researchers can conduct informative assessments. In order for
research to be useful and applicable to real classrooms. teachers and researchers need to share the common
goal of reflecting on practice with integrity and insight. Teachers need to know various processes of inquiry and
terms of discourse in the field of dance and need to field-test approaches to capturing specific information
about how well students are utilizing dance for cognitive development. Researchers need to know the breadth
and depth of dance content and open up to the methods of observation embraced within the discipline itself.

The researdt also suggests that for transfer of cognitive development from dance to other areas of leaming
and applicatim to be more powerful. teachers should explicitly support transference so that it is more strongly
Incorporated Into meta-cognitive activities. especially activities such as mapping and other such theoretical con-
structions. Lots of rich evaluative and reflective activities-writing. drawing. discussion. applied projects. product-
making within the field (dance-making. performance building) and thoughtful. not rote. precrice-are also indi.
cated as productive reinforcements.

Conclusions

Clearly defined. discipline-embedded studies in daoce need to be encOI.Kaged. supported. and disseminated.
With good statistics and in-depth studies of the specifICS of partk:ular processes. educators will be able to repli-
cate. amend. and develop the best practices dance education can offer. Educators. parents. and administrators
will leam just hON potent and effective dance can be with children. intrinsically and instrumentally. And finally.
educators can design rich. effective dance experiences with the needs of real children in mind.
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Key Findings
In our review of the literature, six key findings
appear to be supported by research:

Introduction
The purpose of diis review is to lay die

groundwork for further investigation designed to

answer: What are the most important

opportunities in arts education for philanthropic

investment by the Hewlett Foundation's

Performing Arts Program? Where can the

Foundation's dollars best be leveraged to have an

impact on arts education in die Bay Area?

1. There Is Evidence that Arts Education

Transfers to Learning in Other Subjects

Over the last ten years, there has been

considerable research on the impact of arts

learning on cognitive and social development as

well as its transfer to learning in oilier subjects.

The most reliable and consistent fuldings are:

. Music instruction has been shown to

correlate strongly with enhanced spatial-

reasoning skills, and high levels of

involvement in instrumental music over the

middle and high school years correlate widt

high levels of math proficiency by grade

twelve. (Some pieces of research have gone

on to explore what elements of music

instruction lead to better performance in

non-music subjects such as math or reading.

For example, research from the New

England Conservatory of Music's

Laboratory Charter School has demonstrated

that notational skills in music (not musical

This is a preliminary review of current literature
(widlin die last ten years) on arts education for
youth, ages pre-K-121h grade, with an emphasis
on performing arts disciplines. It focuses on four

main sources of arts education delivery: I) early
childhood education programs, 2) in-school,
curriculum-based programs, 3) programs
provided by performing arts/cultural
organizations, and 4) diose provided by non-arts

community organizations. There is overlap
apparent among die four areas, some of which is
addressed more explicitly in die section, "The

Growing Role of Partnerships."
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perfonnance ability) are positively correlated with test scores in math and reading. There are still
opportunities for more research in this area.)

Classroom drama instruction, especially in the elementary grades, is positively correlated with
improved reading comprehension, vocabulary use, and writing quality. Sustained involvement in

drama among youth is related to gains in self-concept and motivation and higher levels of empadly and

tolerance for others.
The impact of arts education on learning in other subjects seems to be more pronounced when an arts
lesson is designed with such transfer as an intended outcome.
Arts-related comprehensive school refonn efforts can be connected to increased stUdent motivation,
some increases in basic test scores, increased teacher collaboration, and strengthened school

communities.

2. Youth from Higb-Risk EDviroDmeDU BeDeftt the Most from Arts EducatiOD
. While all youth benefit from arts education and participation, youth who are considered 'at risk'

benefit the most. with positive links to cognitive development, test scores in other subjects, motivation
to learn. self-perception, and resiliency.

. While there are positive outcomes for youth in all types of after-school programs, youth in after-school

arts programs do better than youdl in other after-school programs on both academic and social
development measures.. Youth with low socio-economic status who receive arts education are more likely to be ans

participants later in life than those who don't. (See Bullet #3 under 'Linking Arts Education and Arts

Participation')

3. Arts Education is a Predictor of Arts Participation
. People with more arts education are more likely to attend arts performances.
. Arts education is a strong predictor of almost all types of arts participation. with the exception of

engaging in a performance.
. While socio-economic status relates to higher levels arts participation, arts education acts as an

equalizer - the amount of arts education one receives is a stronger predictor of arts participation than

socio-economic status.

4. Public PoUcy Attention on Arts Education Has Increased, While Public Funding Has Not.
In the last decade, national and state education policies have given the arts more legitimacy in public

education with the adoption of standards for visual and performing arts instruction and inclusion of dIe arts
as a core academic subject in dIe No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. Public funding for arts education,
however, has not kept pace widt policy. Recent growth in arts education fWlding in California has been
reversed due to the state budget crisis.

5. Partnerships among Public Schools, Perfonnlng Arts Organization, and Others Are Playing a

Growing Role In Delivery of of Arts Education
In addition to K-12 public schools, perfom1ing arts organizations, after-school and community based youth

organizations, and partnerships among these are playing significant roles in providing arts education. The
literature shows:
. There has been rapid growth in the involvement of perfom1ing arts organizations in public schools.

Services include visiting artists, on-site professional development for classroom teachers, off-site

workshops for teachers, special performances for students, and after-school programs.

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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Community-based cultural organizations and comm
in both in-school and out-of-school arts education.

Research on the growing role of partnerships
characteristics of successful partnerships: I) A pr

quality education and high quality arts experiences;
to take comprehensive approaches to system-wid,

diverse and multiple community sectors.

6. The Literature Makes Few Specific Recommendations for FuDders
In literature that made specific recommendations for funders, common requests were for foundations to:
. Provide both long-ternt funding and leadership as pa.rtners in efforts to provide comprehensive, high

quality arts education for all students.
. Support research-based programs with evaluation components as well as those that emphasize

sustainability and the tracking and sharing of information.

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
Page 3

unity foundations are also playing increasing roles

for arts education cite at least four common

imary focus on students and their need for high

2) a focus on multiple arts disciplines; 3) attempts
e arts education refonn; and 4) involvement of
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The Value of Arts Education

Arts Education and Transfer to Other Subjects
Perspectives on the purpose and value of arts education influence the design of arts education programs.
These perspectives have implications for advocates, policymakers and funders when considering bow or if

to implement arts education programs.

There is a preponderance of recent research that attempts to assess the value of arts education. focused
primarily on the ways that learning in the arts transfers to learning in other subjects and affects social

development. Caterall'£ (Arts Education Partnership, l.999b)anaiysis of 25,000 students in the NatiQoal
Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS) database found that arts participation, in general, is linked to

higher academic perfomlance, better grades, and lower drop-out rates for students. Furthermore, he found

that these positive effects are even more significant for low-income versus high-income students.

Music instruction has been shown to correlate strongly with spatial-reasoning skills, a finding that has

implications for math learning (Graziano, and Peterson, 1999; Hetland, 2000.) CateraIl and Chapleau
(1999) found that high levels of involvement in instrumental music over the middle and high school years
c~rrelate_wit!t s}gnificantly higher levels of math proficiency by grade twelve. Such results led Harvard

intensive study of music might serve as

England Conservatory Lab Charter

Among his findings are that notational skills in music, not musical perfom1ance, correlate positively widl

achievement in math and reading. ,

Several researchers (Parks and Rose, 1997; Podlomy, 2000) have shown drama instruction to be positively
correlated with improved reading comprehension, vocabulary use, and writing quality. Caterall and
Chapleau (1999) found that sustained involvement in drama among youth associates with gains in self-

concept and motivation and higher levels of empathy and tolerance for others.

The impact of arts education on learning in other subjects (known as "11"ansfer") seems to be more
pronounced when such transfer is part of the purpose and design of an arts unit.

One example is "Building Reading through Dance," a program designed to improve first-graders' reading
ability through dance, specifically by teaching students to physically represent sounds by making body
shapes to represent letter and letter combinations. Program evaluators (Rose, 1999) found that students
participating in the program improved significantly more than the control group on all reading skil1s

measured.

Youth from High-Risk Environments and Arts Education
A subset of the social development perspective is the view that arts education and participation in out-of-

school arts programs bring about positive outcomes for youth, particularly "at risk" youth (Brice Heath,

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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1998, 2001, 2002; Arts Education Partnership, 1999a, 1 999b). The Coming Up Taller Report from the

President's Commission on the Arts and the Humanities (1994) cites several studies documenting a positive
correlation between participation in community arts programs and cognitive development, motivation to

learn, self-perception and resiliency for children and youth. The YouthARTS Development Project
evaluation (Farnum and Schaffer, 1998) of three out-of-school youth arts programs concludes iliat such

programs "enhance young peoples' attitudes about themselves and their futures" and "can increase
academic achievement and decrease delinquent behavior." More research on the impact of after-school arts
programs for at-risk youth is reviewed under "After-SchooVOut-of-School Community-Based Arts

Education" below.

Other researchers see the arts as inherentiyvaluable and hold that arts education should be based on the
contributions it makes to arts-based and arts-related learning (Eisner, 1998a, 1998b, 1999). Winner and

Hetland (2002) question claims that links between arts learning and academic outcomes are causative.
Several critics also warn about the pitfalls of depending on evidence for "transfer" to make the case for arts
education. They feel that the "transfer" argument requires more than is reasonable of the arts and

undermines support for arts education when evidence of transfer is weak. Winner and Hetland (2002) call
for "a deeper understanding of arts learning that would build "a strong argument for the importance of arts

education that does not treat the arts as handmaidens to reading, writing and arithmetic."

Larry Scripp (2003) counters that this view "keeps music locked in a needless either-or model of advocacy
for its role in education." He asks us to "imagine if math or reading teachers were forced to decide whether
their academic areas should be taught for their own sake or for the benefit of other academic subjects." No
reading teacher would ever assert that teaching children to read does not influence their ability to learn
history, and Scripp wonders why music educators are so fearful of taking credit for music's contributions to
learning in other subjects. He posits that research on the impact of music on learning should be used not
just to promote the value of music programs, but to fuel the development and use of innovative music

curricula designed specifically for "teaching for transfer" through music. James Catterall (2003) concurs,
stating that "since our education systems ideally focus on academic and social development, the arts should

legitimately be considered in the array of potential instructional strategies contributing to these goals."

The case for "transfer" is at the foundation of recent arts-based school refonn initiatives, whereby entire

schools adopt interdisciplinary curricula dIat integrate the arts with instruction in odIer academic subjects

for such purposes as increasing student achievement and improving dIe school environment. Examples

include the Galef Institute's Different Ways of Knowing program, the Minneapolis Annenberg Challenge
for Arts Education, Arts in dIe Basic Curriculum (ABC), North Carolina's A+ Schools Program, Chicago
Arts Partnerships in Education (CAPE), and Artful Learning: A School Refonn Model created by the

Leonard Bernstein Center. Most school refonn models involve partnerships among schools, community
arts organizations, and researchers. For the most part, evaluations ofdIese refonn efforts found changes in

school systems and structures, teaching practices and attitudes that were associated with positive outcomes
in student learning, academic performance, and odIer desirable youth outcomes mentioned above

(Horowitz, 2004). For example, in dIe Minneapolis project, dIere were positive relationships between arts-

integrated instruction and arts learning, as well as a positive correlation between arts-integrated instruction

and learning in math and reading (Horowitz, 2004).

Arts education for artistically talented students is justified by the value in providing opportunities for such

students to excel and be stimulated in school as well as for preparing them for possible professional careers.

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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Several school-arts organization partnerships have implemented progr8D1s to recognize and teach
artistically talented students (Ohio Alliance for Arts Education, 2003; ArtsConnection, 2003). At least one

study (Oreck and Baum, 1999) evaluates the impact of the Young Talent Program in New York City public

elementary schools on at risk students. A key finding is that "[t]he arts have clearly occupied a central place
in the education and identify of these students, whether or not they were working toward an artistic career."
Most of the remaining published education research on arts education for artistically talented students falls
within the broader, more general category of education for "gifted" students. These were not reviewed for
this report, nor was literature on the role of arts education in preparing students for professional arts

careers.

Despite the debate PQwh.v it is impol1ant, aJl Qf these studi~proyide com~"ing argume~~ ~at it is
important to provide arts education for all students - and, that it should be of high quality and sustained

throughout a student's educational life. In fact, arts education advocates frequently cite many of these
studies when making their cases to policymakers and funders (President's Committee on the Arts and

Humanities, et al, 1998; California PT A, 200 I; President's Committee on the Arts and Humanities and Arts

Education Partnership, 1998).

Arts Education and Arts Participation
The National Endowment for the Arts (Bergonzi and Smith, 1996) found a link between arts education and

arts participation. Using data from the 1992 U.S. Census ..Survey of Public Participation in the Arts,"

researchers found that people with more arts education are more likely to attend arts performances.
Furthermore, arts education was the strongest predictor of almost all types of arts participation, widt the

exception of engaging in a performance. While socioeconomic status (SES) influences arts participation
(higher SES status relates to higher participation), it is not as important as arts education as a predictor.

Early Childhood Education in the Arts
In the context of increased national attention on pre-school programs, the role of the arts on early learning
is an emerging field of research. According to Sara Goldhawk (1998): .. A close look at what constitutes the

best kind of experience for infants and young children leads quickly to the arts. From a baby's first lullaby,

to a three-year-old's experimentation with finger paint, to a seven-year-old's dramatization of a favorite

story, developmentally appropriate arts experience is critical."

Arts education and early childhood education journals have published copious research on strategies for

and benefits of incorporating the arts into pre-school curriculum. There appears to be consensus that the

most effective programs are those that work with children's natural movement, musical and dramatic

abilities (Hildebrandt, 1998; Palmer, 2001). Many studies show that there are multi-faceted impacts of the

use of drama. dance, and music in pre-school programs. These include the development of musical and

other creative ability, language, problem solving skills (Moravcik, 2000; Snyder 1996), and spatial-

temporal reasoning (Rauscher, Shaw, et ai, 1997). Harvard University's Project Zero conducted a four-year

study of the Wolf Trap Institute for Early Learning Through the Arts program that provided performing arts

experiences to low-income children and trained teachers to incorporate performing arts into their

curriculum (San Diego Office of Education, I996). The researchers found that students in the Wolf Trap

classes had significantly higher levels of engagement and social participation than those in non-Wolf Trap

classes.

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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There are currently nwnerous research-based teaching guides, suggested arts experiences, and curriculum
resources available to preschool teachers (Goldhawk, 1998; The California Arts Project, 1999). And, in

recognition that pre-kindergarten education lays the foundation for school readiness, California's Visual

and Performing Arts Standards include standards for pre-kindergarten for dance, music, theater and visuals

arts (California Department of Education. 2001 a).

Public Policy and K-12 In-School Arts Education Programs
There has also been increased attention in the last ten years on the inclusion of the arts in public school
education.

;l\t me federal level. fJle No Child L~ft Behind A~ ~f2001 reaffinns previous federal education policydiat
the arts should be included as core academic subjects (Arts Education Partnership, 2002b), Although the
impact of this policy on federal funding specifically for the arts has been minimal so far, the Arts Education
Partnership considers it significant because it "means diat whenever federal education programs (such as

teacher training. school refonn. and technology programs) are targeted to 'core academic subjects,' the arts

may be eligjble to receive funds,"

At the state level, California recently adOpted visual and performing arts standards for pre-kindergarten
through twelfth grade (California Department of Education, 200la) and requires one year of either visual
and performing arts or foreign language for high school graduation. Furthermore, the University of

California and California State Univ~ity systems have established arts course requirements for ftesbman

admission (Ca1ifornia Department of Education, 2003a). Until recently, in~ arts education funding
from the California Department of Education (CDE) supported these policy developments. The CDE
(200 I b) provided Arts W ork grants to districts statewide as well as, in collaboration with the California Arts

Council (CAC), Loca1 Arts Education Partnership (LAEP) grants to districts and arts organization
partnerships. State funding for the CAC allowed the Council to make its own arts education grants through
several programs to both school districts and arts agencies. These funding streams marked a returning
trickle of state support for in-school arts education that had been previously drained by the Proposition 13's

impact on overall education funding in 1978. All of these programs, however, have been eliminated or
curtailed in 2003 due to recent state budget crises (CAC, 2003a; CDE. 2003b).

Arts education policy developments have coincided with attempts to map the scope and quality ofK-12 arts

programs. This has involved identification of indicators for successful programs, often through analysis of
model programs (Longley, 1999; Heavey and Goodney, 2001). Among the indicators reported in these

studies are: administrative support for arts education, community involvement, professional development
for teachers. the presence of a district arts coordinator, comprehensive and sequential arts program. and

planning. Such "indicators of success" research has provided the basis for tools and resources for districts
and communities to assess their own arts education programs and to identify gaps and areas for

improvement. These include the Kennedy Center's "A Community Audit for Arts Education." the CDE's
Model Arts Program toolkit. and the California PT A 's "Community Arts Education Project" guide.

There are few published reJ)Orts dlat summarize die results of self-assessments using dtese tools. However,
two early self studies of the San Francisco (Sustainable Funding for School Arts and Music Task Force,

2000) and Los Angeles Unified School Districts (Arts Education Task Force of Arts for LA) echo what an
earlier statewide survey (Heavey and Goodney, 200 I) reported: there are insufficient numbers of art and
music teachers in elanentary schools and funding is inadequate.

(c) 2003 BkJeprtnt R&D, Inc.
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Researchers for the National Center of Educational Statistics (Carey and Kleiner, 2002) found that music
and visual arts instruction were available in most public elementary schools during the 1999-2000 school

year, while dance and theatre were available in less than one third. Seventy-two percent of the schools

providing music instruction employed full-time specialists; 55% of those providing visual arts instruction
used full-time specialists. In the schools that did provide dance or theatre, very few used full-time
specialists to teach these subjects. This study reports on other aspects of the status of arts education in

public schools, including availability in secondary schools, administrative suPPOrt. facilities, work

environment. professional development for teachers and involvement in the arts outside of schools.

Finally, an increasingly importantfocus of in-school arts educationresearcb is on assessment of arts
learning. Although arts subjects are not included on standardized tests, the adoption of standards and

emphasis on the arts as core curriculum has influenced the development of research and tools to measure

what students are learning in the arts. Literature on this subject was not reviewed for this report, although

several assessment references are noted.

Performing Arts and Cultural Organizations' Arts Education Programs
There are currently an estimated 7,000 performing arts organizations nationwide (Association of
Performing Arts Presenters, 2002; Hager and Pollack, 2002). There has been rapid growth in education
programs among these organizations (Dana Foundation, 2003). An Urban Institute study (Hager and
Pollack, 2002) of 800 performing arts organization found that 77% provide programs and performances for

K-12 and that 58% provide artist residencies.

Many perfonning arts organizations consider arts education for youdl as a long-tenD, indirect strategy to

develop audiences and increase arts participation (Walker, 2002; Polin, 2003; Association of Perfonning
Arts Presenters, 2002; Bergonzi and Smith, 1996). According to Walker (2002), perfonning arts

organizations commonly work to develop audiences by "fostering a new generation of arts and culture

participants by sponsoring activities for children and families."

In Acts of Achievement: The Role of Performing Arts Centers in Education, Jane L Polin (2003) said. "For

the best K-I2 education programs established by perfonning arts centers, narrowly defmed audience
development was not die focus but rather a byproduct. Leaders in die field are now focusing on student

learning." Polin quotes Michael Kaiser, president of die Kennedy Center, in describing die work of die
Center as "enriching die lives of children and allowing children to express themselves through die arts. ...
We believe die audiences will be developed if we do that work. But our primary focus is on enhancing the

lives of young children."

Myers and Thomas (1996), in their book on partnerships among orchestras, schools and community,
maintain, "If the orchestra's interest in education is primarily ... with the hope of building future audiences,
its efforts are probably for naught. There is no hard evidence to suggest that sizeable audiences... will
automatically accrue from such motivations. ... [I]f the orchestra sees itself as helping to fulfill the human

longing for aesthetic satisfaction and advancing the expressive capacities of the human mind and spirit.
then its role becomes one of educating people to the wealth of life-enriching opportunities available

through the symphonic music experience."

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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The Association ofPerfonning Arts Presenters (2002) reported on concerns expressed by representatives of
perfonning arts organizations about audience development. These include the need: "I) for new fonDS of

partnership in programming, education, community outreach, al)d fundraising, involving grou~ and
individuals not previously engaged; 2) to make up for the loss of arts education at every level... which

hanns both audience development and artistic development; and 3) to improve the quality (and increasing

the supply of) teaching artists."

There is considerable literature describing the roles performing arts organizations play in bodt school-based
and out-of-school arts education programs (Silverstein, 2003; Gradel, 2001; Dana Foundation, 2003; Arts

Education Partnership, 1996). One key role is to pro~de artists to dte schools in bodt short and long-term

residencies. During dte 1998-99 school year, 38% of U..S. public elementary schools sponsored visiting
artist and 22% sponsored artists-in-residence (Carey and Kleiner, 2002). In partnerships widt schools and
classroom teachers, such residencies are used as part of dte school's comprehensive - and increasingly

standards-based - arts education program Visiting artists frequently work with classroom teachers,

providing a form of on-site professional development to enhance arts teaching skills. Some organizations
also provide professional development workshops, institutes and in-services for classroom teachers and
teaching artists (Dana Foundation, 2003; Arts Education Partnership, 1996). Performing arts groups also

host school-age children at special perfonnances, sometimes involving students in creating dteir own

performances. Their programs can also include after-school or weekend programs.

Community-based cultural organizations often provide similar services, and frequently through
partnerships with schools and performing arts organizations. Some offer their own artist-in the schools
programs, such as SPECTRA (TeachingArts.Org, 2003) and act as grantmaking intermediaries and

technical assistance and professional development providers (Cultural Initiatives Silicon Valley, 2003).

These functions are often fulfilled in partnership with local community foundations. school districts, county
offices of education and other entities. Some are also involved in providing pre-K services and programs as

well as professional development opportunities for teachers.

Although not cultural organizations per se, community foundations are playing an increasingly important
role in supporting arts education, especially through partnerships with cultural organizations and
educational institutions. Community foundations act as granting intermediaries, technical assistance

providers, and arts providers (Walker and Boris, 1999; East Bay Community Foundation, 2003).

After-School/Out-of-School Community-Based Arts Education
As national attention on the need to provide safe and enriching activities for youth in non-school hours has
grown, so has the prevalence of outcomes research on out-of-school programs. According to the U.S.
Department of Education and the National Endowment for the Arts (1999), high-quality arts education
programs in after-school programs have similar impacts as in-school programs. "They help develop the

four 'Cs,' cognition, culture, communication, and creativity."

A leading researcher in the field, particularly on the role of the arts in after-school programs, is Shirley

Brice Heath. Brice Heath. et al (1998, 2001. 2002) reports the results from research she and colleagues

conducted between 1987 and 1998 on 124 youth-based organizations in economically disadvantaged
communities. The organizations were categorized as academic-athletic based, community service based or
arts based. While they found positive outcomes for participating youth in all types of programs their most

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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significant finding was that youth in after-school arts programs do better than in other after-school
programs. Outcomes include recognized academic achievement, participation in a math or science fair, and

awards for writing. As part of the same study, the researchers compared 100 students participating in after-

school arts programs with a national sample (the National Education Longitudinal Survey) of similarly
aged youth. Although the arts program youth in the study live in environments that place them at much
higher risk than their counterparts in the national sample, they exceeded the national sample on a number of
measures, including their sense of security, belief in themselves, and trust in their abilities to give back to

their communities.

Many of the studies reviewed highlight model after-school arts programs for youth. Yet Brice Heath (200 1)

maintains that there is a "scarcity of environments for effectiveJearning in the arts in ...youth-based
community organizations" in the Bay Area. In particular, there is a significant gap in community-based arts
learning opportunities for middle-school students. She calls this a "failure of Bay Area leaders to

acknowledge what research ... has shown about effective cost-efficient ways to increase positive youth
engagement in academic, community and family life." She also decries "[t)he failure of schools to sustain
study and participation in the arts, from elementary through middle and secondary levels, [which) takes its
toll then on how much community organizations can achieve within the arts." Her report offers a number of

recommendations for foundations including researching and communicating what exists, improving
existing programs, increasing youth access to programs, professional development for artists and youth

workers, capacity building and infrastructure support and foundation practices.

The Growing Role of Partnerships
The trends and developments described above are fueling interest in arts education partnerships as effective
and cost-efficient ways to combine resources for common goals. Most of the partnership literature reviewed
centers on partnerships that benefit public schools and to some extent, early childhood education. The

literature on this topic is so extensive that only a very preliminary scan was possible, which is summarized

briefly here.

The role of partnerships in national and state arenas is addressed by the National Assembly of State Arts

Agencies (Ellis and Dreeszen, 2003) and the Arts Education Partnership. The three major state level players
include state arts agencies, the state departments of education and the state alliances for arts education.
According to Ellis and Dreeszen, "When functioning effectively together, each agency is able to bring its
own particular expertise, networks and resources in support of a common agenda for advancing arts
education statewide." In California, partnerships among the California Alliance for Arts Education
(CAAE), the CAC, and the CDE, along with the California PTA and others contributed to the adoption of

arts education policies describe under "K-I2 In-School Arts Education Program" above (CAAE, 2003;

CAC,2003b).

In recognition of the need to bring community resources to pubic schools, recent CDE (2001b; 2003b)
LAEP and ArtsWork grant programs have required partnerships widllocal arts agencies and professional
development providers. A former CAC (2003b) grant program. "Arts Partners in Education (APE)," was

also based on the partnership model, bringing together local arts agencies and school districts to develop
community resources to benefit in-school arts education programs. (The LAEP and APE grants - in fact

all CAC arts-in-education grant programs - have since been eliminated. ArtWork funds have been

reduced and the program's future is uncertain.)

(c) 2003 Blueprint R&D, Inc.
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Regional and local partnerships ex.ist for various purposes among several types of entities. A primary

purpose has been to improve the teaching of arts in public schools and preschools via professional
development and artists-in-residency programs (Gradel, 2001; Silverstein. 2003). A related purpose is to

provide enriching and stimulating experiences for students through interactions with working artists, and

through attendance at performances and exhibits. Myers and Thomas (1996) call partnerships between
orchestras and schools "a crucial link in a lifetime of music education experiences that connect to serve the
artistic and cultural well being of entire communities." Partnerships also serve as vehicles for the

community at large to channel support and demand for arts education while bringing needed resources to

under-funded schools and organizations. Broader-scale collaborations are now emerging that address
educational standards and reform. community and school arts education planning, legislative advocacy, and

long-term sustainability of arts education inroads.

Researchers and partnership conveners are examining the scope, function, and success of arts education

partnerships. Several studies of model partnerships (Desidel and Eppel, 2001; Dreeszen and April, 2000;
Arts Education Partnership 2002c; ARTS, Inc. 2000) summarize lesson learned about successful
partnerships. Some of most frequently mentioned characteristics of partnerships dtat can bring about far-

reaching change are:

A primary focus on students' and their need for high quality education and high quality arts

experiences
A focus on multiple arts disciplines
Attempts to take comprehensive approaches to system-wide arts education reform

Involvement of diverse and multiple community sectors

ConclusIon and Recommendations for Funders
The enonnous volume of arts education literature available for review - of which only a small portion

was selected - reflects a field that has grown dramatically in the last ten years. There are a number of

areas of research that are not covered in this review, such as the role of arts in teacher preparation,
professional development in the arts for teachers, arts education for special needs students, community arts
schools, public arts magnet schools, and except for a very cursory treatment, studies of dte role of arts

education in overall K-12 education refonn.

We reviewed the literature included in this study for recommendations for funders. In general terms,
foundations are urged to provide both long-tenD funding and leadership as partners in efforts to provide
comprehensive, high quality arts education for all students. Furthennore, they are asked to support

research-based programs with evaluation components, emphasize sustainability, and facilitate the tracking

and sharing of information in an increasingly complex and expanding field.

(c) 20038kJeprlnt R&D, Inc.
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Arts Education: Not Allis Created Equal
By Nick Rabkin & Robin Redmond
When the arts are an interdisciplinary partner with other subjects, they generate the conditions that
researchers say are ideal for learning.

Evidence has mounted over the last decade that arts study leads to higher levels of achievement in other
subjects. That is exciting news for advocates of arts education, who have resisted its erosion in American
schools for five decades without such evidence. But what does the evidence tell us about how and why arts
education has these positive effects? VVhat does it say about how the arts can be most effectively and
strategically provided in real schools under challenging circumstances? These big questions must be
addressed before many schools can be expected to embrace arts education with enthusiasm.

Much of the research about arts education, though, is focused on little questions that do not suggest
operational strategies for improving instruction: "Does story dramatization improve understanding by 1 st,
2nd, and 3rd graders?" for example. Some of the most widely touted research, such as that showing the
strong correlation between arts learning and higher SAT scores, are suspect because of the high correlation
t 'een arts learning and higher income, the most powerful predictor of academic success. Encouraging
Sl es that control for income, like those showing that low-income students who are active in the arts do
significantly better than those who are not, are not fine-grained enough to distinguish between the arts
activities that may provide these benefits. In school or out? Music, theater, dance, or painting? Original
creation, exposure, or appreciation?

Over the past two years, we looked for research that asked questions about arts education that matter in
more fundamental ways, questions that could guide teachers and artists, schools and districts toward
strategies that really deliver the benefits attributed to the arts. We sought research and evaluation that
looked deeply into serious arts education programs over time, in multiple schools and classrooms, with
particular attention to low- income students. Perhaps our most important finding was that not all arts
education is created equal. While virtually all the studies and programs we reviewed showed meaningful
benefits for students and schools, some clearly had more powerful effects on student outcomes than others

We found the most powerful effects consistently associated with programs that integrate the arts with
subjects in the core curriculum. We also found that these programs are leading to sophisticated ideas of why
and how they are so powerful-a theory of teaching and learning that brings the arts into the center of
education and is consistent with developments in cognitive science. The effects are less pronounced, and
may not occur at all, in conventional, stand-alone arts education.

A study of 23 arts-integrated schools in Chicago showed test scores rising as much as two times faster than
in comparable schools. A study of a Minneapolis arts-integration program showed that it had positive effects
0" all students, but was most powerful for disadvantaged learners.

G_~s in these integrated programs go well beyond the basics and test scores. Arts integration energizes
and challenges teachers. One researcher said that the Minneapolis program was "one of the most powerful
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~tudents invest emotionally in arts-integrated classrooms. Their thinking capacities grow; they work more
jiligently, and learn from each other. In arts-integrated rooms, students often work in groups and turn
~Iassrooms into learning communities.

r\ ~/e classroom changes lead to a cascade of broader school changes. Schedules shift to accommodate
)Ianning and sustained attention to important questions. Parents become more involved. Teachers
~ollaborate and take on new leadership roles. Art and music teachers often become the fulcrum of multiclass

)rojects.

Arts-integrated schools make clear that the arts are not just affective and expressive. They are
deeply cognitive.

Men the arts are an interdisciplinary partner with other subjects, they generate the conditions that cognitive
scientists and education researchers say are ideal for learning. The curriculum becomes more hands-on and
project-based. It offers students authentic and challenging intellectual woik. Learning in all subjects
becomes visible through the arts, and student work becomes the basis of thoughtful assessment. Teachers'
Dpinions and expectations of their students rise.

Arts-integrated schools make clear that the arts are not just affective and expressive. They are deeply
cognitive. They develop essential tools of thinking itself: careful observation of the world; mental
representation of what is observed or imagined; abstraction from complexity; pattern recognition and
development; qualitative judgment; symbolic, metaphoric, and allegorical representation. These same
thinking tools are used in science, philosophy, math, and history. That is why arts-integrated schools reach
higher academic standards.

T"'~ best arts-integration programs demonstrate a strategy that can help close the achievement gap and
rr ; schools happier places. It is a strategy within reach of most schools and districts, even those in the
pCi-est communities. What are its most salient principles and characteristics? We found that the best

programs:

. Draw on the artistic resources of their communities, building sustained partnerships among schools, arts
organizations, teachers, artists, researchers, and evaluators.

. View student achievement and school improvement as pivotal to their mission-they are not only about
advancing arts education.

. Engage teachers and artists from all disciplines in serious inquiry about how the arts are related to learning
in other subjects and how to make educationally powerful links.

. Use the arts as media for learning-the communication of content-and as methods of learning-through
artistic practices like careful observation, inquiry, creation, practice, performance, representation, exhibition,
and reflection.

. Respond to a school's particular strengths and weaknesses.

. Provide arts instruction within the context of other subjects and on its own

. RAise funds from outside the school system to support their work, while persistently seeking higher levels

o' nmitment from schools and districts.

'---'

We have seen programs with these characteristics work.
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Jne fall day. we watched low-income 4th graders in an arts-integrated classroom drawing portraits of each
)ther in a lesson that was part of a unit on descriptive writing. They were focused and coiled with
3xcitement. Rich writing and artwork covered the walls and showed evidence of realleaming and
: nplishment. Most other classrooms in this building also integrated the arts with other subjects and
)l 3d with intensity.

The same day, in another low-income school, we watched 4th graders slump in their chairs, waiting to read
3- bit of advice to their classmates. They mumbled, "Don't hit your sister," and "Do your homework." There
Has no children's work on the walls, no evidence of learning. Instead, hallway posters reminded students of
rules they must follow. "Stay in line." "Don't forget your untform." One asked, "What is freedom?" The
answers implied that freedom is a reward for self-control.

The best arts-integration programs demonstrate a strategy that can help close the achievement gap
and make schools happier places.

Education policymakers may have committed themselves to leaving no child behind, but the boredom and
academic failure we saw in the second classroom is the norm in too many schools. The weight of
educational habit and high-stakes testing constrain their focus to "basic" academic skills, testing, and
discipline. In a postindustrial economy, this can only reproduce and deepen the cycle of failure.

Arts integration is a far more productive strategy. Students will not be prepared for work in an economy that
demands higher-order skills if their schools focus exclusively on the basics and measure learning with
multiple-choice tests only. Students will not learn to think for themselves in schools that expect them merely
to stay in line and keep quiet. They won't be prepared to create the culture of their time if they do not create
culture in their schools.

go ~ worry that integrating the arts with other subjects will reduce art to the role of academic handmaiden
to ~~,e core subjects.

That is not what happens. Art engages the world. Artists make work about things, ideas, questions,
relationships, emotions, problems, and solutions. Art is a powerful instrument for making and sharing
meaning. Arts integration is modeled on the methods and purposes of real artists. We have found that it
results in student artwork that is consistently more complex, interesting, and contemporary than work done
in stand-alone arts classrooms.

Arts integration is not simple or easy work. The pioneering educators and artists who do it swim against a
tide of education policy, and work with meager resources. They need policy support at the federal, state, and
local levels, not platitudes about the intrinsic goodness of art for children. Their work needs to be expanded
to more classrooms, schools, and districts, and it needs to be more thoroughly studied. Preservice teachers
should learn about arts integration, and arts classes should be required for certification. Art and music
teachers should learn to integrate what they know about their art forms with other subjects. Arts education
deserves far more than a meager $35 million line item in a federal education budget of some $65 billion. And
integrated arts education should be the target of a healthy proportion of federal, state, and local allocations.

Nick Rabkin and Robin Redmond are the editors of Putting the Arts in the Picture: Reframing Education in
the 21 st Century. Rabkin is the executive director of the Center for Arts Policy at Columbia College Chicago,
and Redmond is the associate director.
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Deep In the Arts of Texas

Dallas public schools are boosting student achievement by Integrating arts
into the curriculum.

Winter 2006
-- -

by Ct"~L. Ruroon
---
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Dalla&-Ever sW1ce Texas adopted a statewide oorriculum in 1998, fourth graders here at James S.
Hogg Elementary Schoo4 have spent several weeks each fall studying 19th-century pioneer life in the
American Southwest. Their understanding of this dynamic era-when the region's Comand1e hunters
and Mexican traders crossed paths with English- and Gennan-speaking ~nitially came from
dassroom discussions and Ubrary books. But now the school is teaming up with local artists and cultural
Institutions to make this history come alive even more.

In Dallas, thoosands of elementary &mOO teachers are integrating field trips and artist residencies into
their lesson plans for sud1 core subjects as reading, math, science and social studies. Since 1998 all but
a few of the city's 157 publIc elementary sa,oois have been working with museums, theaters and other
arts groups for the express purpose of boosting students' academic achievement. In that time the
nation's 12th-largest school district has built a stronger teaching force, engaged students through new
ways of leaming and brought marked improvement in literacy, particulany writing. As a result, Dallas
now serves as a model of curriculum reform for communities from Baltimore and Chariotte, N.C., to Sl

Louis and Jackson, Miss.

These gains are credited to a hard-won alliance between city government. the school dtstrict and the
city's arts and cultural institutions. Called ArtsPartners, it has trained 4,500 elementary ,mool teachers. , . " . , AA , . ... -., ..
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The cost of running ArtsPartners averages roughly $2.1 million a year. The school district picks up about
a third of the tab. or $880,000. which pays for buses. artist fees and admission charges. Another
$220,000 comes from the ~s Office of Culturai Affsira:. which also giveS $4.1 million dltedly to arts
groups and aJltural institutions. Federal initiatives provide about $625,000. much of It for Artspartners'
work in after-school programs. The other $1 million comes from the private sector, including businesses,
foundations and individual donors.

As it grew, ArtsPartners had to contend with instability at the school distrid, where six different people
held the top post between 1996 and 2001. But the program won favor with Mike Moses, who became
superintendent in January 2001. Moses had previously served as the state's commissioner of education,
and led the movement to promote standards and accountability in public schools. like many others, he
came to value ArtsPartners because it brought measurable benefits.

"In Texas, there's almost as much pressure for tead1ers to boost test scores as there is for coaches to
win football games," says Larry Groppel, who was named interim superintendent when Moses resigned
to take a university job last summer. "Here in Dallas there's probably more. If somebody wants to
criticize ArtsPartners as fluff, they should look at the test scores."

Indeed, initial analyses of standardized tests administered throughout the district show that students
make bigger strides in literacy, particularly writing, when their teamers book perfonnances, al1lst
residencies and other aJltural activities through ArtsPamers. The effed Is greatest in schools that
receive help integrating these activities into their Jesson plans. The scores of students who received the
greatest exposure to ArtsPartners' programs rose 10 points in a statewide reading test between 3rd and
4th grade compared to a three-point rise for a control group. What is more, the program seems to
benefit students of every ethnic, socioeconomic or academic grouping.

'I'm using movement and performance to help them
remember details and make connections that they can use
later when they sit down to write.'

Dennie Pamer Wolf. a scholar at Brown University's Annenberg Institute br School Retonn. heads a
continuing effort to measure the effeds of the ArtsPartners program in greater detail. In 2001 her team
of researchers began monitoring four first-grade classes and four fourth-grade classe&-induding some
at Hogg and Marsali&-that ~ closely with ArtsPartners. looking beyond test scores. they have been
observing dasses. interviewing students and assessing writing samples to gauge the program's
influence on how students behave. think. talk and write. The researchers have also followed several
comparable classes that set up field trips and artist residencies through ArtsPartners but did not receive
additional training or help in tying these activities into their lesson plans.

The researchers are now follCMing the younger set of students into fourth, fifth and sixth grades. Data
from the first three years of the study show that students performed better on their writing
assignment&-whid1 were soored acx:ording to their use of ideas, organization, voice, word d1oice and
syntax-when they received enriched programming through ArtsPartners. For example, in one study,
fourth graders scored an average of 2.39 for use of ideas in conventional writing assignments. But when
.. . .. . .. n nn



they wrote foItowing an Art8Partners activity, the average score climbed to 3.06.

"This program makes a difference at exactly the moment in exactly those areas where kids with fewer
advantages begin to fall off the map," says Wolf, noting that many disadvantaged students slip far
behind between first and fourth grade.

An Atk:8I d~k'9 dMa gives Axtents another way to ~ ma818natk:aI w.-~ 8Ie ~ n rab.

~e students at Hogg, for example, who are mostly English-language learners from poor
neighborhoods, are turning out the kind of writing you usually get from wealthier, more advantaged
students. By fourth grade, a number of them are writing as wetlas six1h gradefs elsewhere in the
dlstrict.-

Still, ArtsPartners faces many challenges. The organization's work with t~ throughout the school
dlstrid has deariy had an effect on teachmg quality. Still, most schools only have the money and time
for two ArtsPartners adtvities each year. Funding is always uncertain, and the cost of expanding the
enria1ed program beyond the four treatment schools, or into higher grades, could be prohibitive.
Personnel ch81ges also pose a threat, especially with the dlstrid again k>oting for a new
superintendent. But advocates for ArtsPartners have proven adept at winning over newcomers.

"The trustees will make this part of the interview process' for superintendent. says Ken Zornes. a
member of the school board since 1999. "I SUsped that If a candidate said ifs no big deal, that interview
wouldn't last mlodt longer..

ArtsPartners has so many champions within the sd1ool system. from tead1ers and principals on up, that
it would be hard for anyone to eliminate it. But Antoni is taking no chances. To shore up support for the
program, and its expansion, her staff has begOO ~ing directly with parents to build a broader
constituency. Such a groundswell, coupled with the testimony of educators like Debra Polk. would be
hard to resist.

"We used to take trips to free, affordable places," says Polk who tead1es language arts to fourth ~
at Marsalis. "NUN we go to places that connect with what we're doing in the dassroom and make a
differenoo in student achievement."

That enthusiasm was palpable one Friday last faI, when Sara Weeks paid a visit to Marsalis. "When the
bell rang at the end of the period. my students did not want to leave,. Polk recalls. . And at the end of the

last class of the day, my students did not want to go home fur the weekend..

:The Art of Teaching

The Ford Foundation's support for DaUas ArtsPartners is part of a larger effort to re-envision urban
8d1OOIs, in part by integrating the arts into classroom instrudion. The back-to-basics impulse drives
currk:ukJrn refonn in many U.S. ~n;tjes, and some IeadWlg school cistrids see the arts as a vital

I way to promote learning in core subjeds like reading, writing and arithmetic. By wortting with half notes
and quarter notes in a musical eXeft:ise, for example, students get a better understanding of fradlons
and ratios. Many educators who jnmrporate the arts In classroom instrudlon say it promotes" .. ... .. . . .. . . ... . . . . .,





RELATED RESEARCH IN ARTS EDUCA nON/INTEGRA nON

John Clinton, Ph.D.
University of Central Oklahoma

Oklahoma Center for Arts Education

There is considerable research that points to the value of arts education and integration in
the learning process. Two methods of data analysis used in examining research projects
in arts education, as well as other areas, are correlative and causal.

Correlative analysis is designed to search for and discover relationships-: For example, if
a researcher is s1:udying the effect of integrating visual arts and math, he/she will collect
data that will support or not support the hypothesis that integrating these two subjects is
beneficial to a s1:udent's learning in both areas. The researcher will not necessarily
exclude all other factors, but will report on the whole process with and without visual arts
integrated into mathematics.

The second means of analysis, causal, shows a direct link from one issue to another. For
example, a hypothesis might state that studying music reading, with all other factors
either excluded or controlled, will directly and positively impact students' test scores in
science.

It is noteworthy that most of the studies in regarding the importance of the arts in the
educational process are correlative. At the present time and based upon current research,
it is not possible to unequivocally state that the arts alone will, for instance, increase test
scores. However, it is possible to state that those schools whose teachers and curriculum
engages students in developmentally appropriate, quality arts education learning and
experiences have a higher and more consistent degree of success in critical areas of
education including overall test scores. It is also important to understand that arts
education and arts integration are not and should not be looked upon as a quick fix to
learning. As evidenced by much of the material in this document, the arts are for the long
term and more comprehensive than merely learning and regurgitating facts.

In subsequent pages, studies or meta analysis of selected studies will be cited with a
summary of findings that provide evidence in both correlative and causal analysis as it
relates to arts education and integration.



test, and therefore came further along using dance movement as the modality for
reading skills (Bradley, Critical Links, pp.1 0-11)

Moore, B. and Caldwell, H. (1993). Drama and drawing/or narrative writing in primary
grades. Journal of Educational Research, November/December, 83 (2), pp. 100-
110.

Summary:
This study found that when the curriculum is designed to develop specific writing
skills and the teachers are trained on the substance and implementation of the
planned exercises, drama an~ drawing can significantly improve the quality of
narrative writing for second and third graders. This is cOnsistent with a limited
number of other studies that have used drawing to enhance writing, and a more
abundant array of studies that connect dramatic activities with verbal skills. In
general, the differences between the program and control students were
substantial and significant. (Catterall, Critical Links, p. 32)

Catterall, J. (1998). Involvement in the arts and success in secondary school. Americans
for the Arts Monographs, 1 (9), Washington, D.C.

Summary:
This study draws on data collected from more than 25,000 students contained in
the 10-year database of the National Educational Longitudinal Survey. The
author examines the relationships between students' arts participation and their
achievement, attitudes, and behavior in secondary school. The analysis
establishes a significant correlation between eighth and 10111 grade students' arts
activities and their grades, standardized test scores, staying in school, and being
interested in school. This study lays the groundwork for a viable rationale for arts
inclusion in the schools. . . . the research show than an arts-rich learning
environment is associated with a host of positive educational measures. The
study connects the arts to academics and to other "valued-added" outcomes.
(Winner, Critical Links, p. 68)

Corbett, D., McKenney, M., Noblit, G. and Wilson, B. (2001). The a+ schools program.
school, community, teacher, and student effects. (Report #6 in a series of seven
policy reports summarizing the four-year pilot of a+ schools in North Carolina).
Kenan Institute for the Arts, WinSton-Salem, NC.

Summary:
(The A+ Schools project is a whole school reform movement. One of the critical
elements of the A+ project is the importance of the arts and two-way arts
integration. Arts integration became a centralized theme for each of the schools
and placed on a level of equal importance with all other subject areas.)



Taken in sum, the effects described in this report show that the A+ project schools
clearly addressed their educational goals and realized the benefits of giving the
~rts a higher status in the learning process. (Seaman, Critical Links, p. 88)

Asmus, E.P. (1990) The influence of music education on non-musical indicators of
educational attainment. Paper presented at the National In-Service
Conference on the Value of Music Learning. Winston-Salem, NC, November
10-12, 1990.

Summary:
Asmus analyzed (i;ata from national, state, and local sources and found strong
correlations between student/music teacher ration, music class entollment, and
music background and knowledge with students' academic achievement. The
student/music teacher ratio was the strongest predictor of student achievement,
while student/all teacher ratio, per pupil expenditure, and enrollment were the
weakest predictors.

Collett, M.J. (1991). Read between the lines. Music Educators Journal, 87(3), 42-4S

Summary:
Reports indicate that the Learning to Read Through the Arts (L TRT A) program
results in improved attitudes toward the arts, reading, and learning in general, as
well as improved academic achievement. L TRT A used the arts, including music,
for teaching reading, writing, and higher-level thinking skills.

Vaughn, K. (2000). Music and mathematics.. modest and support for the oft-claimed
relationship. Journal of Aesthetic Education, Fall, 34 (3-4: 149-166.

Summary:
This study helps confinn the relationship between music study and perfonnance
on standardized mathematics tests. The analysis adds substance to the widely
publicized correlation between music and SAT scores by synthesizing 10 years of
SAT analysis with 10 other studies chosen through stringent selection criteria.
The study shows positive, unanticipated benefits of music learning that should be
of interest to school administrators and policy-makers. Sustained participation in
music education programs likely supports the development of thinking skills
applicable to mathematical reasoning, which may, in turn, be reflected in
mathematics scores. (Horowitz, Critical Links, p.130-131)

McBee, R.H. (2001). Why teachers integrate. The Educational Forum (64), 254-260.

Summary:
The author carried out in-depth interviews with 10 elementary teachers and
compared the findings of her qualitative study with an extensive literature review.
She concludes that curriculum integration "has never really taken hold in the





How Arts Integration Supports Student Learning:

Students Shed Light on the Connections

Karen DeMoss
University of New Mexico

Terry Morris
Consultant

Abstract: Learning in and with the aI1.r hat been linked with increaJed stlldent achievemenl, but
the means by which the arts may support cognitive growth in students is relatively undocumented.
Thirty students across ten c/osses in \leteran teacher artist partner$hips were selected to help
explore the processes and outcomes arsocialed with aI1.r-inlegrated learning units versus learning
processes and outcomes in comparable non-arts units. The student sample evenly represented
comparatively high. medium. and low achievers.. E\len though we observed differences in levels of
arts integration across classrooms, students from all ochievement levels displayed significant
increases in their ability to analytically assess their own learningfollowing arts-integrated units.
No such gains associated with traditional instructional experiences. Students also described their
arts-integrated versus non-arts learning differently. Arts-integrated instruction: J) created more
independent and intrinsically motivated investments in learning, 2) fostered learning for
understanding as opposed to recall of facts for tests, 3) transfomted students' characterizations
of'leaming barrien" into "challenges "to be so/\led; and 4) inspired students to punue jilrther
learning opportunities outside of class. We suggest future research avenues based on this work.

ARTS INTEGRATION AND SnmENT LP.AR.NlNO

Since the publication of Champions of Change: The Impact of the Arts on Learning (Fiske,
1999), research has increasingly examined the correlation between arts learning and general
student achievement (Deasy & Fulbright, 2001; Various, 2000). Arts education in its various
fonDs-from traditional art classes to extracurricular arts activities, from music to drama to
visual arts-consistently associates with higher individual achievement At the ,choollevel the
phenomenon holds true: the 1999 evaluation of arts integration that appears in Champions of
Change found that Chicago Arts Partners in Education (CAPE) schools showed srowth along
several different measures of student achievement And when compared to other schools in
Chicago serving comparable student populations, CAPE schools attained stronger standardized
~est score increases over time on the city's standardized test scores (Catterall & Waldorf, 1999)

The growing recognition of a link between arts learning and achievement creates an emergent,
critical question for research, one that presses beyond questions of whether the arts impact
student learning and moves into deeper explorations of /WW the arts might facilitate student
growth. If learning with and through the arts is correlated with higher achievement and other

I Thanks go to James S. Catterall, Professor of Education at UCLA, who also assisted in the design and

interpretation of this research.
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interpretation, investigators did not find statistical differences between non-arts or arts units in
growth in students' analytic interpretations. However, a clear qualitative difference in the arts
unit samples versus the non-arts samples emerged. At all three points on the achievement
spectrum, post-arts writing samples offered more developed analyses of the importance of the
subject matter. In non-arts units, when students did offer analytic interpretations of why the
subject matter was important. they most often provided explanations that focused on extrinsic
fact accumulation-oriented purposes, as the examples below show:

Because if you learn about the early explorers, we can grow up to be explorers. And we
learn about our history. (yd)

It is important because kids need to know about the solar system because we would never
learn about the solar system. (4th)

I think research might be important because in situations you might have to look/or
history, records, or flies on a certain thing, which is research. (8'h)

In contrast, the tenor of students' analytic assessments was quite different after arts units.
Following their final events, students were more likely to provide statements making causal links
between the subject matter and society in general or their own lives in particular. Their
assessments of the subject matter went beyond the practical, moving into realms that could affect
their actions and values in positive ways:

J think that this subject is important. If a person does not know that a tree gives you
oxygen, they may cut down trees more than they have to. (~)

Narrative writing might be important to maybe learn more of your inner self, to help you
express yourself and to help you understand what you are writing and doing. (6th)

Romeo and Juliet was important to learn because they taught many people who have
read this book that if you love someone, nothing should stop you. And you shouldn't be
so judgmental about different races or different people. You should respect all people the
same way. (9'h)

This qualitative difference was most prominent in the analytic assessment paragraphs, but the
investigators had noted such commentary in the other domains as well. To gauge the extent to
which the writing samples taken as a whole might demonstrate stronger analytic assessment
growth, scorers rated the writing samples holistically for this quality, incorporating all three
paragraphs. This analysis demonstrated a statistically significant increase in the frequency of
analytic assessments after their arts units compared to their non-arts units. In non-arts units, only
37% of students' responses offered any kind of analytic interpretation of the subject matter's
importance. Most of the time students simply repeated content that they had learned. After arts
units, however, 61 % of the students offered their analyses of why what they studied was
important. These differences were consistent through all achievement groups, as Table 3
demonstrates.

Table 2:
Percentage of Student Writing Responses Reflecting

Analytic Interpretations of the Importance of the Subject Studied,
By Type of Unit and By Student General Achievement Level.

In
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Percent
Difference

Student Achievement
Level

78%
66%
700/0
71%..

-- -

I Hi~est achievement.

Non-Arts
Units
44%
44%
33%
37%

Arts
Units
78%
72%
56%

--
61%

I Lower achievement.

1_~yera2e
. As identified by teachers when asked to select students who ~resented a range of competencies as

traditionally measured in academic subjects
.. Statistically signiflcanl difference al ~ .0 I. oue-tailed I-test.

Students at the10werend of the traditionaiachievement range offered fewer-analytic
interpretations across the board than their counterparts, but the rate at which the arts units
fostered their analytic assessments was slightly higher than students at the middle areas of the
achievement spectrum. Indeed, arts have been found in national samples of students to be
associated with a smaller achievement gap (Catterall, Chapleau, & Iwanaga, 1999). Facilitating
students' analytic interpretations is perhaps one way in which arts may help foster increased
student achievement.

Evidence from Students' Writing: Affective Connections to their Learning
To assess students' growth in affective connections. investigators examined whether the writing
samples in this domain shared personal experiences. feelings. or narratives that students
associated with the area of study. This domain evidenced the largest differences in overall gains
between arts and non-arts units. though the differences did not reach statistical significance.
Statistical non-significance was perhaps due to sample size. or perhaps because students in the
middle ranges of performance on fonnal academic achievement measures posted slightly higher
affective scores in their non-arts units. suppressing the overall strong effects in the other two
student groups.

In particular, students at the low end of the spectrum expressed markedly more explicit
connections with the subject matter after studying their arts units than their non-arts units. In
both arts and non-arts units, they articulated very general sentiments in their pre-writing about
the subject matter they were to study. However, their expressions about their learning after the
arts units demonstrated more positive associations, while post-non-arts samples often noted

discouragement.

This seventh grade student's writing samples offer a clear illustration of the various kinds of
differences the investigators found apparent across the sample. The student had been selected as
one of those in the class challenged by fonnal academic achievement measures. The non-arts
unit was a study of the American Revolution; the arts unit was a study of the Mexican-American
War. In the pre-writing samples for both units, this student indicated an interest in learning more
and situated his expectations within the topic to be studied: the wars were "important" and the
introductions made some "sense" to him. As would be expected from pre-writing samples from
units so similar in nature, little substantive difference between the two exists, with the exception
of slightly more detail in the writing about the American Revolution, a much more common
topic, and one the student likely had much more familiarity with.

11
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arts to enrich their learning. The investigators found three clear, almost universal themes when
comparing students' discussions about learning in general, learning in non-arts units, and
learning in arts units.

Improved Learning Environments: Students' learning in arts-integrated units offered
them methodologies and class climates that liberated their learning from traditional
boundaries and inhibitions. These learning experiences translated into students'
assessment of their learning as deep understanding, as opposed to simply remembering
information for tests.

Engaged Content: The arts work they participated intransfonned their experiences of
the academic content mastery from one of disliked difficulty to one of constructive
challenge, potentially indicating arts integration as a mechanism for retention of students'
engagement in the learning process.

Broadened Learning Communities: Arts-integrated units broadened students'
experiences of learning, extending the boundaries for learning well beyond the traditional
classroom.

Improving Learning Environments by Liberating Learning Approaches

What is "Fun? II From Entertainment to Engaged Learning

During the investigators' years in arts evaluation work in Chicago, students routinely have
spoken about arts learniilg as "fun." The study sought to parse out what students might mean by
"fun" by probing their enjoyable experiences in arts units and in learning in other contexts. In
response to questions about what makes learning fun, students have a great deal to say. Across
all grades, groups, and learning experiences, they emphasized that they like learning; learning
makes them feel good. The similarities, however, stopped there. Students provided drastically
different examples of the "fun" of learning depending on which experiences they recalled.

"FUN" AS THE TEACHER'S EFFORTS TO ENTERTAIN:

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS OF LEARNING
In their first set of interviews, students spoke about what made learning enjoyable in general. A
handful of students noted different favorite subjects, but most students talked about their
teacher's approaches. Many students spoke of teachers' personalities or efforts to make learning
fun for students, as this eight grader noted:

It's the way that the teachers put it. Some teachers put it boring, and some teachers put it
more fun and interesting. Like instead of just reading out of a book, they tell more and
just help you learn about things. It makes it more Jim when the teacher puts more energy

into it.
Students appreciated teachers who told jokes, sang songs, and generally made them relaxed in
their learning. Throughout these interviews, students' sense of the "fun" ofleaming was heavily

dependent on the teacher.

l'


